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Past research has found that immigrants are less likely to drive alone than the native-born, all
else equal. This thesis finds that endogenous social interactions effects may explain this
“immigrant effect” by estimating alternative-specific conditional logit mode choice models
using New York City travel survey data. The share of fellow mode users from a traveler’s own
immigrant group positively affects the likelihood that the traveler chooses a given mode, as
does the share of same-immigrant-status neighbors commuting using that mode.
Incorporating these feedback effects into transportation demand models could better guide
future investments.
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I. Introduction
The Census Bureau predicts that the immigrant share of the US population will reach a record
high of 14 percent in 2023 and continue to grow thereafter (Zeigler and Camarota 2015). The popular
press has so far mostly ignored the transportation policy implications of migration (Blumenberg and
Norton 2010), but economists have noted that the travel habits of immigrants differ from those of the
native-born in poorly understood ways. Immigrants tend to use modes other than driving alone at high
rates that belie explanation by the usual built environment, demographic, and transportation
infrastructure-related variables (Smart 2015; “NHTS Brief: Travel Characteristics of New Immigrants”
2006). In order to explain why travelers choose certain modes, empirical researchers generally
estimate discrete choice models of mode choice of the sort pioneered by Domencich and McFadden
(1975). These models express the probability of choosing a mode as a function of an individual’s
demographic characteristics, of the built environment, and of characteristics of the mode itself such as
travel time. Immigrant status did not enter mode choice models until much later. The overwhelming
majority of mode choice studies which have included immigration-related variables find strong
evidence of an “immigrant effect” on mode choice, Chatman (2014) being the notable exception.
A separate branch of research in economics analyzes social interactions effects, which capture
the ways in which an individual considers others' choices or characteristics when making his or her
own decisions. Endogenous social interactions effects occur when the behavior of other group
members influences an individual's choices; exogenous social interactions effects involve the influence
of others' characteristics, demographic and otherwise. Though social interactions have received a
limited but rigorous treatment in the mode choice literature, no empirical work to date has applied the
Brock and Durlauf (2002, 2003) discrete choice model with social interactions to the study of
immigrant travel patterns. Immigrant communities tend to cluster in enclaves (Wong 2013) and may
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rely disproportionately on fellow immigrant contacts (Allen and Turner 1996; Logan, Zhang, and Alba
2002). Thus, it is plausible that immigrants are especially likely to be influenced by social norms,
social learning, and even the demographics of fellow mode users.
This thesis links research on immigrant effects and the literature on social interactions in mode
choice by using language spoken at home as a proxy for immigrant status in the 2010/2011 New York
Regional Household Travel Survey. I combine these trip-level data with American Community Survey
(ACS) microdata, ACS neighborhood-level estimates, and GIS analysis, which allows the calculation
of a variety of neighborhood and built environment-related variables. New York City is perhaps the
only American city with robust alternatives to driving for the vast majority of trips. Such a transit-rich
context might well diminish social interactions and immigrant effects by presenting travelers with true
choices among several feasible modes.
I posit that social interactions effects in immigrant communities explain the frequently observed
immigrant effect on mode choice. More specifically, my first hypothesis is that the share of users of a
given mode along a trip's route who come from an immigrant's own region of ethnic origin positively
influences the probability that the migrant chooses that mode. For example, the larger the percentage
of cyclists traveling from the Bronx to Manhattan who come from a Spanish-speaking country, the
greater the likelihood that an individual immigrant from a Spanish-speaking country chooses to bike
between these two boroughs. My second hypothesis is that the mode choices of immigrants' foreignborn neighbors influence their own mode choices by way of social interactions: the greater the share of
immigrant neighbors who use a given mode, the more likely it is that a given immigrant will also
choose that mode. The native-born, correspondingly, would be influenced by the mode choices of their
native-born neighbors.
This thesis begins with a literature review of relevant research on immigrants’ mode choices
and social interactions effects on mode choice. Then, I present a theoretical model adapted from Brock
7

and Durlauf (2003). I present and analyze descriptive statistics and maps of variables in the data
section. The results section, logically, presents the six alternative-specific conditional logit models
estimated and interprets the results. After discussing the model results, I examine the limitations of my
approach. The conclusion then discusses the main empirical findings, policy implications of my
results, and directions for future research.
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II. Literature Review
McFadden pioneered the use of discrete choice logit and probit estimation to model mode
choice (McFadden 1974; Domencich and McFadden 1975; McFadden 2009). That is, he modeled the
probability of choosing a mode of transportation as a function of traveler demographics, neighborhood
built-environment attributes, and mode characteristics. Since then, such models have been been
applied to an enormous variety of empirical topics. Both the immigrant effects and the social
interactions literatures use discrete choice models as their primary tools.
The vast majority of empirical studies confirm that immigrants indeed have higher propensities
to use non-single occupancy vehicle (SOV) modes, ceteris paribus, and that this effect declines with the
amount of time the individual has spent in the destination country, almost always the US (Smart 2015).
Blumenberg and Smart (2010), for example, estimate a nested logit model with 2001 National
Household Travel Survey data, clustering all non-SOV modes vis-as-vis driving alone and controlling
for trip purpose, age, ethnicity, gender, education, MSA size, and MSA density. They find that
immigrants are more likely to use both family and non-family carpools as well as transit and less likely
to drive alone. This disparity decreases with time in the US.
Similarly, Smart (2010) analyzes bicycling behavior using the same NHTS data, estimating
multinomial logit models that show a positive, significant immigrant effect on the probability of
bicycling even after controlling for demographic and tract-level built environment variables.
Nevertheless, after 4 years in the US, immigrants are only half as likely to bike as upon arrival, relative
to the native-born. In a multinomial logit model of Latino immigrants' mode choices in six US
metropolitan areas, Liu and Painter (2012) find evidence of the same positive, significant, but declining
immigrant effect on the likelihood of carpooling and taking public transit relative to driving alone .
Kim (2009)’s multinomial logit mode choice model, which makes use of immigrant categories based
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on time lived in the US, produces similar results for non-motorized, carpool, and transit work commute
trips. Interactions of immigrant status with vehicle availability measures show that “immigrants are
less likely to carpool and more likely to use public transit or walk/bike when vehicles are available”
(Kim 2009). The speed of the decline in the immigrant effect with time spent in the US, however, can
vary by ethnic group (Blumenberg and Shiki 2007)
Not all studies addressing the immigrant effect make use of discrete choice modeling. Myers
(1997) uses descriptive analysis techniques to isolate changes in immigrant cohorts' travel behavior
over time, demonstrating that public transit usage rates of immigrant cohorts decreased more quickly
than for the corresponding native born cohorts, falling by up to 50% in the span of 10 years. Pisarski
(2007)'s aggregate analysis uncovers similar declines in non-SOV mode use over time. Similarly, a
focus group-based qualitative analysis finds that perceived difficulty mastering American traffic and
parking conditions, undocumented status, and the financial burden of remittances are among the factors
that drive lower auto use rates immediately after immigration to the US. However, relocation to
suburbs for jobs, children's schooling, and daycare, rather than American idolization of car ownership
or rising incomes, drove later increases in car use (Chatman and Klein 2013).
Many studies employing discrete choice models find evidence of variations in mode choice
behavior among immigrant and ethnic groups. Tal and Handy (2010), for example, estimate two
separate binomial logit regressions, modeling the choice between using only private vehicles and a
combination of private vehicles and transit as well as between using exclusively public transit and a
combination of transit and private vehicles. They limit their sample of 2001 NHTS data to travelers
who have the ability to use all modes (i.e. own vehicles). The coefficient on recent immigrant status is
negative in the first car only versus transit and car regression, showing that immigrant car owners in
fact make greater use of their cars than non-immigrant car owners. Interactions of immigrants’ time
lived in the US with regional origin dummies demonstrate a weaker anti-transit bias for East Asians,
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potentially due to cultural preferences or residential location choices. On the other hand, Central and
South American immigrants have a greater probability of using only transit instead of both the transit
and auto modes, although this effect is only marginally significant. Smart (2010) similarly finds that
East and Southeast Asians have an even higher probability of bicycling, though all regional origin
dummies in his multinomial logit model have a positive, significant influence of the likelihood of
biking. Interestingly, however, interactions of household income and immigrant status show that the
effect of income on the likelihood of choosing to bike is even more negative for immigrants than for
non-immigrants – thus, financial barriers to car ownership seem to quickly fade with rising income.
Kim (2009)'s multinomial logit analysis using 2006 IPUMS data produces more nuanced
results: an interaction of immigrant status with the Hispanic dummy yields a positive, significant effect
on the likelihood of carpooling. Commuters, both immigrants and native-born, with African heritage
walk and bike at lower rates, ceteris paribus, and take transit at higher rates than comparable white
commuters. Asians have a greater probability of using transit and carpooling.
While the literature on immigrant effects does not consider the specific mechanisms by which
these cultural influences function, Simonsohn (2006) finds that the average commute time in a recently
relocated commuter's previous city has a positive, significant effect on his or her current commute time,
even when controlling for a commuter's own previous period commute time and differencing out other
individual characteristics. This effect weakens by the next period, however, suggesting that the
previous choices faced by a commuter might influence his or her current decisions. This persistence
could explain why immigrants from some countries have higher propensities to use alternative, nonSOV modes.
Chatman and Klein (2013)'s qualitative work complicates this interpretation, however. Their
focus groups included many immigrants who reported driving for most trips in their home countries but
then almost exclusively use transit in the US; the authors conclude that spatial context, economic
11

circumstances, and legal restrictions play a much more important role than previous experience or
cultural factors in influencing immigrant mode choice.
In addition to analyzing the effects of immigrant group status, scholars have explored whether
ethnic immigrant clusters contribute to the immigrant effect on mode choice. Using the confidential
version1 of the 2001 NHTS, Smart (2015) estimates a multinomial logit model that includes the
percentage of foreign born residents in a traveler's home census tract, the traveler's nativity status
(foreign or native born), and interactions of nativity with years lived in the US and percentage foreign
born; additionally, he controls for demographic factors, tract population density and percentage renter,
trip purpose, trip length, metropolitan area size, and a dummy for residence in New York City. He
finds that immigrants have a higher probability of carpooling, taking transit, and biking or walking,
relative to driving, in all neighborhoods. This effect grows larger, the higher the share of the foreign
born in an individual's tract of residence. Immigrants' propensity to use transit and carpool declines to
that of natives over time, but their walking and biking rates never converge. The native born also have
higher rates of non-drive-alone mode use, all else equal, when living in immigrant enclaves. Smart
surmises that these immigrant and enclave effects could reflect self-selection, the fact that immigrants
tend to travel to nearby ethnic businesses that can easily be reached on foot when living in an enclave,
or the correlation between immigrant enclaves and mixed-use development, a control which Smart is
unable to include. Indeed, a discrete choice analysis of immigrant employment demonstrates that
immigrant groups tend to “niche” in the industries with jobs in the vicinity of enclaves (Ellis, Wright,
and Parks 2007). Due to the nationwide scope of Smart's analysis, he does not control for any other
finely grained spatial details such as transit accessibility or pedestrian accommodations. His tract
density and MSA size variables represent only very rough proxies for such spatial attributes, and he
1 The confidential National Household Travel Survey includes the census tract of origin and destination
for each trip rather than simply the Metropolitan Statistical Area where it occurred, which is the most
detailed geographical data available in the public version.
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expressly identifies the need for more localized studies which could incorporate a greater level of
spatial detail (M. J. Smart 2015).
In the same vein, Blumenberg and Smart (2009) use a census tract-level model of carpooling
and transit commuting mode shares with 2000 Census data and find that census tracts, identified as
ethnic clusters using local indices of spatial autocorrelation, have significantly higher carpool mode
shares, ceteris paribus, potentially due to social relationships. Additionally, ethnic cluster status has a
positive effect on transit mode share in urban areas, which could be the result of the aforementioned
tendency of immigrants to work at ethnic businesses near enclaves. The same coauthors' trip-level
mode choice model of carpooling finds that non-English speaking respondents in neighborhoods with
high shares of foreign born residents have a higher probability of carpooling. A variable identifying
persons who use English as their non-primary language is insignificant, however (Blumenberg and
Smart 2014). In any case, this study establishes a precedent for using language as a proxy for
immigrant status.
Liu and Painter (2012) qualify the enclave effect by finding that it varies with enclaves’ location
in a metropolitan area. These authors restrict their analysis of IPUMS data to low and semi-skilled
Latino immigrants and include, among other variables, the industry in which a commuter works. They
find significant differences in mode choice probabilities across industries – working in an ethnic niche
industry has the predicted positive effect on both transit and carpooling probabilities. Most
importantly, they find that these Latino immigrants have a higher probability of using transit in center
city enclaves, defined by a residential concentration quotient, than in other center city neighborhoods.
Enclaves in inner ring suburbs have positive effects on the likelihoods of both transit commuting and
carpooling, while residence in outer ring enclaves actually makes these immigrants less likely to take
transit to work but more likely to carpool. Liu and Painter, however, have data on neighborhoods only
at the Public Use Microdata Area (PUMA) level, and PUMAs, which have populations of around
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100,000, can hardly be considered neighborhoods for purposes of identifying enclaves or transit access.
Not all empirical work finds that immigrants have a greater likelihood of using non-SOV
modes. Chatman (2014) conducts a phone survey of Latin American and South Asian immigrants in
New Jersey and supplements the results with GIS-based density and transit access measures such as
distance between home and work as well as from home to the nearest rail station. An innovative
extension involves including dummy variables capturing immigrants' priorities for choosing a
neighborhood as well as motives for immigrating to the US. In his final logit model for driving alone
on work commuting trips, only recent Latin American immigrants have a significantly lower
probability of driving alone, holding other factors constant – the other group dummies are insignificant,
as are immigrant group density and share of tract population. Tobit regressions for the number of auto
trips for various leisure purposes show a significant, negative effect for some immigrant group
variables, but enclave variables fail to attain significance in most cases. Chatman concludes that
“ethnic enclaves may reduce auto use only in the more general sense that dense, mixed use, transitaccessible home neighborhoods affect such choices for the general population, or possibly insofar as
such enclaves give rise to more grocery store and restaurant density” (Chatman 2014). The widespread
availability of non-auto modes in the New York metropolitan area may also account for the lack of a
clear immigrant enclave effect in his study. Similarly, Cline et al. (2009) estimate a binary logit model
using American Community Survey (IPUMS) microdata for Texas and find that Hispanic immigrants
who come to the US as adults have significantly higher odds of carpooling, all else equal. On the other
hand, Hispanic immigrants who immigrate to the US during childhood do not exhibit systematically
different carpooling patterns from non-Hispanic whites, a result suggesting assimilation regarding
commuting decisions.
Other studies find evidence of negative immigrant effects on non-single occupancy vehicle
(SOV) mode use. For example, Blumenberg and Smart (2014)'s southern California mode choice
14

model demonstrates that non-English speakers are less likely to carpool in neighborhoods with a
smaller share of residents born abroad. In addition, there is evidence that residents of suburban
immigrant clusters identified using latent classes of urbanization are less likely to use transit, all else
equal, compared to non-enclave residents (Blumenberg and Smart 2009).
Surprisingly, few studies of immigrant mode choice consider the role of social interactions.
Social interactions effects are defined as “interdependencies among individuals in which the
preferences, beliefs, and constraints faced by one person are directly influenced by the characteristics
and choices of others” (Durlauf and Ioannides 2010). On a basic level, social interactions effects seek
to account for the fact “that individuals belonging to the same group tend to behave similarly” (Manski
1993). Endogenous social interactions effects occur when the choices and behavior of other group
members influence an individual's actions and choices, while exogenous social interactions effects
involve the influence of exogenous group attributes such as income. Finally, the term correlated
effects is sometimes used to describe apparent social interactions effects actually caused by a third
confounding factor (Manski 1993; Ioannides 2013).
Brock and Durlauf (2001; 2002; 2003) were the first to incorporate social interactions effects –
referred to in their work as neighborhood effects – into the framework of discrete choice modeling. To
the typical deterministic elements of the utility function, they add the expected value of an individual's
beliefs about other group members' choices, which are assumed to be rational. The payoff of a given
choice then depends on this endogenous social effect, i.e. the expected share of individuals in the group
selecting that same choice. Assuming a double exponential distribution for the error term facilitates the
estimation of the structural equation using a multinomial logit model. Importantly, exogenous social
interactions effects and individual-level attributes do not need to affect every choice's payoff, as
coefficients can be set to zero for particular choice options, and the nonlinear nature of the multinomial
logit ensures the identification of both exogenous and endogenous social effects under a set of general
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conditions.
Brock and Durlauf's framework has since been applied to estimate social interactions effects on
phenomena as diverse as sustainable technology adoption (Zeppini 2015), the demand for recreation
(Smirnov and Egan 2012), ethnic housing preferences (Wong 2013), worker productivity (Mas and
Moretti 2009), microfinance access (Wydick, Karp Hayes, and Hilliker Kempf 2011), child naming
trends (Head and Mayer 2008), and housing demand (Ioannides and Zabel 2008). While no empirical
work in the immigrant effects literature draws directly on Brock and Durlauf's model, several papers
address social interactions in mode choice more generally.
First, a variety of discrete choice analyses have established the existence of endogenous social
interactions effects with respect to the mode choice decision. Goetzke and Rave (2011) estimate a
binary logit discrete choice model between biking and all other modes using Mobility in Germany
travel survey data. After controlling for a variety of personal and trip-related variables as well as cityspecific bike conditions such as miles of lanes and weather, they instrument the bicycle mode share in a
city with the mode share predicted using individual and trip-related factors. This two stage process
yields a positive, significant coefficient on the bike mode share for shopping and recreational trips.
The endogenous social interactions effects are insignificant for work/school trips, however. The
limited spatial detail in the data does not allow for the inclusion of neighborhood-level variables such
as local bike infrastructure or density.
Similarly, Dugundji and Walker (2005) estimate nested multinomial logit models for the full set
of modes using travel surveys conducted in Amsterdam. They find evidence of endogenous social
interactions effects among neighborhoods and socioeconomic groups defined by income, education,
and age. An analysis by Dugundji and Gulyas (2008) defines reference groups by district of residence,
age, income, and education; inserting the share of reference group members choosing each mode into
their multinomial and nested logit models yields positive and highly significant endogenous social
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interactions effects. The share of each mode in the entire sample – a “global field effect” – only attains
marginal significance, however. Their analysis is one of the few, along with Walker et al. (2011) and
Dugundji and Walker (2005), to directly account for the relative travel time costs of various modes.
In another follow-up analysis using the same dataset, Walker et al. (2011) account for the
endogeneity of reference group mode shares using a Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes method that involves
linearizing the choice model by estimating a constant for each spatial and social “reference group.”
These reference groups are defined based on postal codes and income; then, two stage least squares
allows estimation of the effect of each mode's share within a reference group on the probability of
choosing that mode. The authors use the average mode share of surrounding postal codes to instrument
for the spatial endogenous effects and the income group averages of income, age, and work hours per
week to instrument for the social endogenous effects. In the end, both the spatial and social
endogenous interactions effects have positive, significant effects on the probability of choosing each
mode.
Analysis of census-tract level travel survey data from the 1997/1998 New York Regional Travel
Household Interview Survey by Goetzke and Weinberger (2012) also uncovers endogenous social
interactions effects on auto ownership. They define the endogenous social effect as the share of
households in a person's tract who own a car. Then, they instrument for these effects using the shares
of tract residents who moved to that tract from urban, suburban, and rural areas within and outside of
the New York MSA. To establish the instruments’ validity, they argue that auto ownership patterns are
persistent and that these impact aggregate auto ownership but not other individuals' auto ownership
decisions. In their final model, the endogenous social effect is positive and significant.
Studies employing datasets with a greater level of spatial detail often model endogenous social
interactions effects using spatial weight matrices. For example, Goetzke (2008) uses the same
1997/1998 data for the city of New York to estimate a binary logit model for the choice between transit
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and driving for trips longer than 1.5 miles. The spatial weight matrix approach essentially involves
adding the mode share among each respondent's 40 closest neighbors within three-quarters of a mile to
the model to proxy for endogenous social interactions effects. Even when controlling for travel time,
car access, Manhattan destinations, gender, and income, the social interactions effects remain positive
and significant. Because the coefficient on travel time does not appreciably change when adding the
social interactions effects, Goetzke suggests that the social effects do not simply proxy for
transportation infrastructure but instead pick up the effects of unobserved quantities such as transit
access, safety, or cleanliness. Wang et al. (2015), on the other hand, studies bike commuting among
Ohio State affiliates and weights the mode choices – in this case, choosing to commute to the Ohio
State campus by bike at least once per week – of individuals within one kilometer of a given
respondent by the inverse of the distance between the two individuals’ residences. The endogenous
social interactions effect term remains positive and significant even when controlling for bike
infrastructure, intersection density, and attitudinal factors, contradicting the lack of endogenous social
interactions effects on bicycling in Goetzke and Rave (2011)'s German analysis.
Exogenous, or contextual, social interactions effects have received much less attention in the
transportation literature; however, empirical analyses generally find evidence of such exogenous
effects. Goetzke and Weinberger (2012), for example, include Census data on aggregate tract
demographic characteristics in their aforementioned model of car ownership. Their two step
maximum likelihood instrumental variables method shows that the share of tract residents with a
graduate degree decreases the probability that a resident of that tract owns a car; on the other hand, the
poverty rate in the home tract has a positive effect on individuals’ car ownership probabilities, all else
equal. They hypothesize that carless living may be more socially acceptable and may in fact be a status
symbol in highly educated neighborhoods. The opposite might then be true in poorer neighborhoods,
where residents may seek to increase their social standing by owning a car. Long et al. (2010) estimate
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a hierarchical mixed logit model of mode choice in Chicago and find that the effect of in vehicle travel
time is greater in magnitude in census tracts with greater shares of non-Hispanic whites.
Empirical work on social interactions must control for confounding factors that could produce
correlated effects. Mode choice models frequently do so by controlling for car ownership (Goetzke
2008; E. R. Dugundji and Gulyás 2008), demographic factors such as age, income, race, and education
(Goetzke 2008; Goetzke and Rave 2011; E. Dugundji and Walker 2005; Wang, Akar, and Guldmann
2015; Goetzke and Weinberger 2012; Walker et al. 2011; E. R. Dugundji and Gulyás 2008), relative
travel times of the different modes (Walker et al. 2011; E. R. Dugundji and Gulyás 2008; E. Dugundji
and Walker 2005), transportation infrastructure such as bike lanes (Goetzke and Rave 2011; Wang,
Akar, and Guldmann 2015), built environment characteristics (Goetzke and Rave 2011; Wang, Akar,
and Guldmann 2015), attitudes toward transportation-related factors (Wang, Akar, and Guldmann 2015),
mode-specific destination accessibility indices (Goetzke and Weinberger 2012), and even weather
(Goetzke and Rave 2011).
Controlling for the confounding effect of neighborhood self-selection, however, is much more
difficult than simply controlling for income or age. Nevertheless, the idea that people may choose
neighborhoods based on their commuting mode preferences is well established. Long et al. (2010), for
example, find that residential location and choosing to travel by car are simultaneously determined but
find no evidence of a similar phenomenon for transit mode choice and residential location. Thus, only
those who intend to drive seem to consider their modal preferences when choosing a neighborhood.
Next, Chatman (2009) estimates a negative binomial model of the number of nonwork trips by each of
the usual modes. He controls for detailed built environment characteristics calculated using GIS such
as intersection density, transit access, and sidewalks, as well as sociodemographic factors and
preference-related variables. Adding the preference variables, which account for transit access and
other characteristics sought in neighborhoods, only slightly reduces the magnitudes of the effects of the
19

built environment variables and does not affect their significance. Thus, self-selection’s impacts seem
to be modest. Crane and Crepeau (1998), on the other hand, find that controlling for demographic
variables which could proxy for “taste,” such as income, age, driver's license status, and tenure choice,
renders neighborhood street network density and connectedness insignificant in discrete choice models
of car trip frequency and mode choice. This pattern suggests a self-selection phenomenon. Land uses
and distance to downtown do have significant coefficients in some models.
Thus, the literature clearly agrees, with a few exceptions, that immigrants' travel patterns differ
from those of the native born in systematic ways, and a separate body of empirical work has identified
the existence of both endogenous and exogenous social interactions effects on mode choice. To date,
however, no study has applied the Brock and Durlauf framework or Manski's typology of social
interactions to the study of immigrant effects. This thesis combines these two strands of the
transportation literature, providing empirical evidence of the immigrant social interactions about which
past papers speculate (Blumenberg and Smart 2014; Blumenberg and Smart 2009; M. J. Smart 2015;
Liu and Painter 2012). In addition, by focusing on the New York metropolitan area and using a
regional household travel survey rather than the NHTS, I can incorporate a much greater level of
spatial detail than is possible with the NHTS and IPUMS data used by the vast majority of immigrant
effect studies (M. J. Smart 2015; Blumenberg and Smart 2009; Blumenberg and Smart 2010;
Blumenberg and Shiki 2007; Kim 2009; Liu and Painter 2012; M. Smart 2010; Tal and Handy 2010).
Focusing on a city as transit-rich as New York does nonetheless limit my ability to generalize findings
to other, more car-dependent cities.
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III. Model
A. General Model
Discrete choice models are widely used to examine situations where individuals choose one
option from a set of two or more alternatives. The classic discrete choice model posits that individuals
maximize their utility by considering the attributes of each alternative and choosing the one which
provides them with the highest utility. The usual discrete choice models consider a wide variety of
exogenous characteristics of each alternative. In the case of mode choice, the typical variables include
deterministic factors such as travel times for each mode, demographics, and some measure of the built
environment.
Brock and Durlauf (2002, 2003) present a suitable framework for incorporating endogenous
social interactions effects within immigrant groups. They extend the basic discrete choice framework
by incorporating endogenous social interactions, or the influence of a peer group’s choices on an
individual’s actions. Their model not only allows the incorporation of the effects of immigrant peer
groups’ mode choices but also facilitates the inclusion of exogenous social interactions effects, such as
neighborhood education and immigrant share. Importantly, they show that only very general
conditions are sufficient in order to identify both types of social interactions effects in the nonlinear
model.
Consider first the basic choice facing an individual traveler. Following Brock and Durlauf
(2003), I define
ωiτ ∈ {drive alone, carpool, walk, bike, public transit}

(1)

as the mode chosen by individual i for trip τ, who is one of I individuals in the reference (or peer)
group g. g is defined as either all members of a person’s immigrant or non-immigrant group traveling
along the same trajectory or all fellow immigrants (if i is an immigrant) or non-immigrants (if native
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born) in i’s neighborhood. In the former case, the groups include Chinese, Spanish, Italian, Polish,
Russian, French/Haitian, and English-speaking immigrant/native born. For each trip τ, individual i
chooses one mode from the 5 x 1 vector Ωiτ of the five alternative modes: driving alone, carpooling,
walking, biking, and public transit. ω is then the vector of modes chosen for all trips made by all
individuals in g.
Mode choice also depends on “a vector of deterministic (to the modeler) individual-specific
characteristics associated with individual i” (Brock and Durlauf 2003) and trip τ, termed hiτ, which
include trip τ’s purpose, the built environment characteristics of the origin and destination
neighborhoods of τ, exogenous social interactions effects for every i, and individual i’s demographic
characteristics such as immigrant group and income. εiτ is a vector capturing random trip-specific
factors, observable by the individual but unobservable by the econometrician.
The aforementioned terms do not account for endogenous social interactions effects, however.
is then the theoretical probability density function characterizing an individual’s beliefs about
the mode choices of all individuals in group g across all of their trips. Essentially, this probability
distribution reflects the individual’s beliefs about the likelihood of every possible combination of mode
choices within a traveler’s immigrant group. For the individual, the salient feature of this probability
distribution is, depending on the specification of the model, either the share of mode riders coming
from his or her own immigrant group or the share of immigrant or non-immigrant neighbors making
the same mode choice. As Brock and Durlauf note, the inclusion of this term in the discrete choice
model allows for the supposed behavior of peers to influence an individual’s choice of mode, thereby
incorporating endogenous social interactions effects. Supposed is the key, however, as
captures not the objective aggregate behavior of individuals in g but individual i’s beliefs or
expectations of others’ choices.
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Individual trip maker i then maximizes his or her individual expected utility U by choosing a
mode ωiτ for trip τ,
ωiτ =argmax U ( λ , hiτ , µei ( ω) , ε iτ ) .

(2)

λ ϵ Ωiτ

Brock and Durlauf then assume that individual i’s beliefs about reference group members’ actions are
consistent with the true conditional probability distribution of g’s choices in equilibrium,2
µ(ω |

):
.

(3)

This condition implies that individuals’ beliefs about the reference group’s mode choices are
confirmed at equilibrium; in other words, individuals’ impressions of their peers’ travel behavior are
correct. This model presumes, however, that the individual decision-makers do not perceive the role
their own choice plays in influencing others’ mode choices because each individual is assumed to be a
small part of the group.

B. Multinomial specification
I now develop two specifications of the multinomial mode choice model with social
interactions. The first assumes that the primary endogenous social interactions effect comes from the
demographics of the fellow mode users that a traveler might hypothetically encounter; the second
posits that individual travelers instead consider primarily the mode choices of their fellow immigrant
neighbors if they are themselves immigrants or the mode choices of fellow non-immigrants if they are
native born.

2 The true probability distribution is conditional on the deterministic characteristics of all group
members as well as each group member’s beliefs about the others’ choices. We assume individuals
know all of this information. The assumption that individuals know every other individual’s subjective
beliefs seems unrealistic, however.
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1. Mode-flow peer effects
I consider first the case where the endogenous social interactions effects take the form of
travelers being influenced by the share of fellow mode users along their route coming from their own
immigrant group. I refer to this measure as mode-flow peer effects. More specifically, I hypothesize
that individuals are more likely to choose modes used by larger numbers of their co-ethnics, as defined
by immigrant group and whereby non-immigrants form one group. This phenomenon could be
explained through the psychological concept of conformity. Conformity would suggest that immigrants
or non-immigrants would be more likely to choose a mode used by more of their co-ethnics in order to
gain social approval or establish their group membership and identity. For example, biking might
become more socially acceptable in an immigrant community as more of its members take up cycling.
Alternatively, immigrants or non-immigrants may choose modes used by other group members
in order to “minimize cognitive effort” (Maness, Cirillo, and Dugundji 2015). Such effects likely work
in concert with social learning effects, whereby travelers learn about new travel options through their
friends and acquaintances, many of whom likely belong to the same immigrant group (Durlauf and
Ioannides 2010). Given that individuals prefer to live near other similar individuals, it does not seem
unreasonable to suppose that immigrants in particular, but also the population as a whole, might feel
more comfortable taking modes with a greater own-group presence (Ioannides and Zabel 2008) – that
is not to say, however, that such preferences are justified or desirable.
Of course, immigrants of one nationality may be influenced by the mode choices of other
nationalities or of non-immigrants, but the fact that immigrants are generally less likely to drive, all
else equal (Blumenberg and Smart 2010; Kim 2009; Tal and Handy 2010; M. Smart 2010; Blumenberg
and Shiki 2007), and the greater magnitude of immigrant effects in enclaves (M. J. Smart 2015; Liu and
Painter 2012) suggest that immigrants may be especially strongly influenced by their peers. Non-
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immigrants may equivalently take their social cues from non-immigrants. Furthermore, the tendency
of immigrants to settle in enclaves in order to take advantage of existing networks that ease the process
of integration (Allen and Turner 1996; Logan, Zhang, and Alba 2002) along with immigrant
preferences for living near others of the same ethnic group (Wong 2013) further lend credence to the
argument that immigrants are influenced primarily by own-group members. Recent immigrants
especially may be cut off from the broader society by linguistic or cultural barriers, leading to greater
reliance on fellow immigrants for information and even simply friendship.
In the “mode-flow” peer effect case, g is the set of individuals from a traveler’s immigrant
group traveling along the same trajectory or route – these are the fellow commuters that a trip-maker
might encounter while using each mode. For each trip τ, individual i’s choice set contains five possible
choices:
Ωiτ = {Drive alone, carpool, walk, public transit, bike}.

(4)

For each individual i and trip τ, the traveler chooses one choice l; the utility of each l ϵ Ωiτ is given by
.
hiτl

(5)

represents the “deterministic private utility” (Brock and Durlauf 2003) that person i receives from

choosing mode l for trip τ, while ε iτl captures random private utility.

e
pi τl introduces the

endogenous social interactions effect and equals the expected value, from the point of the individual, of
the percentage of users of mode l along the trajectory of trip τ who come from i’s own immigrant or
non-immigrant group. 3 If i is a Chinese individual traveling by subway from downtown Manhattan to
Harlem, for example, then

e
pi τl equals that individual’s expectation of the share of subway riders

encountered on this trip who will be Chinese. This term is derived from the probability distribution of
i’s beliefs about his fellow travelers’ mode choices,
3Non-immigrants are all lumped into one group.
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. J is a coefficient capturing the magnitude

of the endogenous social interactions effect.
Any of the aforementioned effects – conformity, social learning, or simply individual preference
- could explain why

e
pi τl should have a positive effect on the likelihood of choosing a given mode for

a trip.
Brock and Durlauf proceed by assuming that the random variables

ε iτl are independent and

identically distributed across i and l. They further assume a double exponential distribution:
.

(6)

β is the distribution’s dispersion parameter, while γ equals Euler’s constant. Lower values of β
counterintuitively imply higher levels of dispersion in the

ε iτl

(Brock and Durlauf 2003).

Then, the probability that individual i chooses mode l for trip τ is simply the probability that
mode l provides the highest utility, as defined in equation (5), conditional on deterministic
characteristics for each mode and the individual’s expectation of the share of riders on each mode
coming from his or her own group:
.

(7)

Conveniently, the above distributional assumption implies a multinomial logit model,

.

(8)

Now define Ϣ as the set of all immigrant or non-immigrant groups (one for each nationality and
one for non-immigrants) traveling along the trajectory of trip τ, such that g ∈ Ϣ. The groups in Ϣ
contain individuals who make N trips altogether. pg is the objective expected value of the share of
mode l users along trip τ’s trajectory coming from the immigrant group g. Computing this expected
value requires calculating

.
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The conditional probability of an event A given B is defined P(A | B) =

P ( A∧B)
. For a
P(B)

given trip’s trajectory, I use this definition to calculate

.

(9)

Next, I assume that individuals’ assumptions about the demographics of fellow mode users are
indeed correct. Applying equation (3) to this multinomial model means positing that individuals’
expectation of the share of mode l users along their trip’s trajectory coming from their own immigrant
group, i.e.

e

pi τl , equals the expected value of this percentage, pg:

.

(10)

In this equation, |g| is the total number of trips made by individuals in group g. The integral is taken
across Fh, the empirical probability distribution of the vector

hiτl across all N trips; Brock and

Durlauf appeal to the Brouwer fixed point theorem, which guarantees the existence of a fixed point
satisfying equation (10). Therefore, “at least one equilibrium set of self-consistent aggregate choice
probabilities” exists (Brock and Durlauf 2003).
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2. Neighborhood effects
Alternatively, one could suppose that travelers are primarily influenced by the mode choices of
neighbors – neighborhood (endogenous social interactions) effects - rather than by the demographics of
mode users more generally; in any case, the two measures are certainly closely related. The same kinds
of conformity mechanisms may operate more strongly among foreign-born neighbors than among
immigrants who simply happen to make the same commute. Neighbors generally have more sustained,
personal interactions than strangers commuting via similar routes, so factors such as the group
membership pressures and social norms mentioned above likely play a role among neighbors.
Furthermore, if neighbors do interact on a deeper level, they would be more likely to learn about new
mode options from same-immigrant-status neighbors.
Once again, it is reasonable to ask whether the social interactions effects should be limited to
immigrants for immigrants and non-immigrants for non-immigrants; the data do not allow an analysis
of individual immigrant group mode choices by tract, so I resort to this aggregate partition for the same
reasons mentioned in part 1 in the discussion of mode-flow peer effects.
This time, g represents all individuals in a person’s neighborhood who share the same
immigrant status (either immigrant or non-immigrant). Once again, the utility of each mode choice l ϵ
Ωiτ is defined as
.
hiτl

(11)

indicates the private deterministic utility – including exogenous social interactions effects – and

ε iτl captures random private utility. The neighborhood endogenous social interactions effect

e

pi τl

now equals the expected value, from the point of view of the individual, of the percentage of sameimmigrant-status neighbors (i.e. members of group g) choosing mode l. In other words,
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e

pi τl

is the

expected value of l’s mode share among same-immigrant-status neighbors of i. If i is a Chinese
e
pi τl equals that individual’s

individual traveling by subway who lives in downtown Manhattan,

expectation of the share of Chinese residents of downtown Manhattan who choose to travel by subway.
This term is derived from the probability distribution of i’s beliefs about his fellow travelers’ mode
choices,

. J is a coefficient capturing the magnitude of the neighborhood effect.

Using the same distributional assumptions for the

ε iτl analogously leads to a multinomial

logit model,
.

(12)

Closing the model is much simpler in this case and directly follows Brock and Durlauf (2003)’s
framework. I assume that individuals’ beliefs about their neighbors’ mode choices are accurate. More
formally, pg, the objective expected value of the percentage of same-immigrant-status neighbors who
choose mode l, is equal to the individual’s beliefs, pieτl , with respect to this percentage:
.

(13)

This time, the integral is taken across F h, the empirical probability distribution of the vector

hiτl

across all individuals in group g. Brouwer’s fixed point theorem once again ensures the existence of at
least one fixed point, or equilibrium, where individuals’ expectations about the mode choices of their
neighbors in group g are consistent with the aggregate mode choices in g.
Brock and Durlauf go on to consider the special cases of this choice problem where the vector
of deterministic characteristics is 0 for every i, τ and l, as well as the case where

hiτl

is a constant.

Neither special case could reasonably be assumed to apply in the case of mode choice. Nevertheless,
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the authors suggest that, in general, weaker endogenous social interactions effects (smaller J), greater
dispersion of random utility

εiτl (small β ), and greater skewness in the distribution of the

hiτl

all

decrease the likelihood of “self-consistent bunching on a subset of choices” and thus of multiple
equilibria. When the aforementioned conditions hold, a unique choice equilibrium is more likely, but
when the opposite is true, multiple self-consistent equilibria become more likely.
Due to the level of complexity involved in determining the number of equilibria in scenarios
where deterministic characteristics vary across individuals, the empirical portion of this thesis focuses
not on the number of equilibria but on the coefficients in the multinomial logit models in equations 8
and 12. These estimated effects, especially those of the endogenous social interactions effects, are most
relevant for deriving transportation planning policy implications.
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IV. Data
This thesis uses three main datasets. The 2010/2011 New York Regional Household Travel
Survey (“2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey” 2010) provides trip-level data geocoded to
census tracts of origin and destination, the 2011 American Community Survey (ACS) 2011 5 year
estimates furnish data on demographic variables at the census tract level, and the ACS 2011 5 year
estimate IPUMS microdata (Ruggles et al. 2015) allows the calculation of social interactions effects
variables. I supplement these datasets with extensive GIS analysis to measure built environment
characteristics and travel times on each mode; my GIS-generated variables greatly surpass the level of
spatial detail included in most mode choice studies.
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Table 1. Variables: summary statistics
Variable
travel_time
neighborhood_ef
mode_flow_peer_ef

Description
Travel time using chosen mode, minutes
% of own-immigrant-status residents of PUMA commuting via chosen
mode
% of chosen mode commuters on borough-to-borough from own
immigrant group

orboro_pc_owngroup
dboro_pc_owngroup
orboro_pc_mode
dboro_pc_mode
pc_HH_noveh

% of residents of origin borough from own immigrant group

peak
or_pc_subw_walk
d_pc_subw_walk
or_restocomrat
d_restocomrat

Dummy for peak period trips

home_pc_foreignborn
home_pc_bachelors

% foreign born in home tract

school
personal
shopping
social

Dummy for school trips

w_children
vehicles_perpers
under18
over65

Dummy for travelers in households that include children

Spanish
Chinese

Dummy for Spanish-speaking

other_immigrant
female
income_under30k
income_over100k
license

% of residents of destination borough from own immigrant group
% of residents of origin borough commuting via chosen mode
% of residents of destination borough commuting via chosen mode
% of home PUMA residents living in carless household

% of origin census tract within 800m walking distance of subway
% of destination census tract within 800m walking distance of subway
Origin tract residential to commercial floor area ratio
Destination tract residential to commercial floor area ratio

% of home tract residents with Bachelor’s or higher degree

Dummy for personal trips
Dummy for shopping trips
Dummy for social trips

Vehicles per person in traveler’s household
Dummy for age < 18
Dummy for age > 65

Dummy for Chinese-speaking
Dummy for other language-speaking (Russian, Italian, French/Haitian,
Polish)
Dummy for females
Dummy for household income < $30,000
Dummy for household income > $100,000
Dummy for travelers with driver’s license
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Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min
29,736 15.86
14.13
0

Max
101.64

29,736 34.41

24.33

0

79.78

29,736 71.74

18.93 0.27

91.88

29,736 0.75
29,736 0.75
29,736 31.20
29,736 31.23
29,736 54.43

0.20
0.20
20.99
20.98
22.21

0.00
0.00
0.15
0.15
6.7

0.90
0.90
60.82
60.82
83.5

0.53
75.15
75.27
15.19
15.06

0.50
39.15
39.08
140.00
139.64

0
0
0
0
0

1
100
100
2,633.18
2,633.18

29,724 33.68
29,724 40.40

16.00
23.77

0
0

100
100

29,284
29,736
29,736
29,736
29,736

29,736
29,736
29,736
29,736

0.11
0.18
0.14
0.17

0.32
0.38
0.35
0.38

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

29,736
29,736
29,254
29,254

0.34
0.35
0.14
0.10

0.47
0.41
0.35
0.31

0
0
0
0

1
6
1
1

29,736
29,736

0.05
0.01

0.22
0.10

0
0

1
1

29,736

0.02

0.14

0

1

29,697
28,284
28,284
26,232

0.56
0.25
0.30
0.75

0.50
0.43
0.46
0.43

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

A. New York Regional Household Travel Survey (NYRHTS)
The 2010/2011 New York Regional Household Travel Survey (NYRHTS), conducted between
September 2010 and November 2011, records data on all trips made during a predetermined 24 hour
period using a travel diary methodology. A four-stage sampling plan attempts to account for the 28county survey area's unusual size and diversity, using postal addresses as a sampling frame. Due to the
limited availability of geospatial data, this analysis considers only linked trips made from an origin in
New York City to a destination in NYC by NYC residents, which make up 32,908 of 143,925 total 4
linked trips5 (“2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey Final Report” 2014).
Not surprisingly, census tracts in Manhattan generate the largest numbers of trips tabulated in
the survey, as the GIS map in Figure 28 demonstrates (at end of text); the wide range of trip generation
rates in the outer boroughs – from fewer than 12 to upwards of 60 trips – likely reflects random
variation.
First, the NYRHTS records the combination of modes used for each linked 4 trip. The sample
confirms the prevalence of non-auto modes among NYC trips. Even the shares of travelers accessing
transit by auto – by parking and riding or having another driver drop them off at the station - are
miniscule. The 518 school bus trips are dropped from the dataset.

4 Missing data in other datasets, however, reduces the number of linked trips in the final analysis
dataset to 28,217.
5 Linked trips count one “trip” as a person's displacement from an origin to their final destination,
regardless of whether any transfers are made en route. One linked trip may consist of multiple
unlinked trips, if, for example, a person walks to the subway station, takes the subway, and then walks
to their final destination (1 linked trip; 3 unlinked trips).
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Table 2. Specific linked trip modes (NYRHTS, trip level)
Specific mode
Single occupancy vehicle
Family carpool driver
Family carpool passenger
Nonfamily carpool driver
Nonfamily carpool passenger
Taxi
Subway, LRT, Ferry, PATH + walk
Subway, LRT, Ferry, PATH + P&R
Subway, LRT, Ferry, PATH + dropped of
Airtrain or other
Local bus + walk
Local bus + P&R
Local bus + dropped of
Express bus + P&R
Express bus + dropped of
Express bus + walk
Other bus + walk
Other bus + P&R
Commuter rail + Walk
Commuter rail + P&R
Commuter rail + dropped of
Walk
Bike
Total

Freq.
Percent Aggregated mode
3,999
14.17 Drive alone
1,193
4.23 Drive alone
1,456
5.16 Drive alone
602
2.13 Carpool
924
3.27 Carpool
697
2.47 Drive alone
5,882
20.85 Public transit
85
0.3 Public transit
101
0.36 Public transit
56
0.2 Public transit
2,297
8.14 Public transit
14
0.05 Public transit
16
0.06 Public transit
29
0.1 Public transit
10
0.04 Public transit
294
1.04 Public transit
52
0.18 Public transit
4
0.01 Public transit
76
0.27 Public transit
24
0.09 Public transit
13
0.05 Public transit
9,963
35.31 Walk
430
1.52 Bike
28,217
100

Source: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey
Transportation Planning Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.

In order to simplify the econometric analysis, the dependent variable in the mode choice models
reclassifies the extensive list of detailed modes into five primary modes - drive alone, carpool, public
transit, walking, and biking, as detailed in Table 2. Carpools that involve only household members are
considered driving alone, since these would not seem to involve most of the social interactions and
issues that characterize carpooling with other households.
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Table 3. Mode variable used in analysis (NYRHTS, trip level)
Mode
Freq.
Percent
Auto
7,345
26.03
Carpool
1,526
5.41
Bike
430
1.52
Public transit
8,953
31.73
Walk
9,963
35.31
Total
28,217
100
Source: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey
Transportation Planning Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.

The drive alone mode share among trips in the survey is highest in the outer boroughs with poor
subway service; the carpool and transit mode shares vary more erratically (see Figures 29-31).
Logically, the carpool share tends to rise away from subway lines; the transit share remains high
everywhere in Manhattan and the Bronx but also reaches high levels in individual tracts in outer
Brooklyn and Queens. Bike trips, interestingly enough, cluster in Manhattan and Brooklyn; even dense
parts of Queens and the Bronx host few or no trips by bike (see Figure 32). Pedestrian trips, on the
other hand, occur in every borough; they clearly cluster in denser parts of the boroughs, as would be
expected (Figure 33).
The survey also records the purpose of each linked trip. Interestingly, only 37 percent of trips
involve commuting to work. These detailed purpose categories are then recoded into five aggregate
purposes, following Smart (2015). Work/other trips are the base category, and shopping, personal,
school, and social each take the value 1 for trips made for each respective purpose.
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Table 4. Trip purpose (NYRHTS, trip level)
Trip purpose
Home
Work
University
School
Escorting
Shopping
Maintenance (errands)
Eating Out
Visiting
Discretionary
Change Mode
Loop
Airport Trip
Other
Total

Freq.
266
10,504
788
2,485
1,350
3,943
3,683
581
1,158
3,081
8
5
5
360
28,217

Percent
0.94
37.23
2.79
8.81
4.78
13.97
13.05
2.06
4.1
10.92
0.03
0.02
0.02
1.28
100

Aggregate purpose
Work/other
Work/other
School
School
Personal
Shopping
Personal
Social
Social
Social
Work/other
Work/other
Personal
Work/other

Source: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey
Transportation Planning Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.

Peak takes the value 1 for trips which begin between 6 and 10am as well as between 4 and 8pm;
few studies in the literature control directly for time of day. In this thesis, the variable serves mainly to
proxy for longer, and thus less competitive, auto travel times during rush hour. Thus, peak should have
a positive effect on the likelihood of using non-auto modes, all else equal. Interestingly, over half of
trips occur during one of the peak periods.
Table 5. Peak (NYRHTS, trip level)
Peak
Non-peak
Peak
Total

Freq.
13,114
14,678
27,792

Percent
47.19
52.81
100

Source: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey
Transportation Planning Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.

The Regional Household Travel Survey also includes a variety of demographic variables for the
individuals and households in the sample. These data will be reported at the trip level rather than the
person level; that is, the tables and graphs that follow plot the share of trips made by a person with that
attribute, rather than the share of respondents with a given attribute. Because the survey does not
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include nativity, a question asking for the language spoken at home in a household must proxy for
immigrant status. Language spoken at home is certainly an imperfect proxy for identifying those born
abroad; however, more recent and less integrated immigrants, whose travel patterns would be more
likely to differ from those of the native-born population, should be the most likely to speak their native
language at home. Additionally, analysis of the weighted 2013 ACS IPUMS 5 Year microdata for NYC
demonstrates that anywhere from 54 to 90 percent of those who speak one of the six languages
included as choices in the survey were indeed born outside of the US (Ruggles et al. 2015).
Table 6. Nativity by language spoken at home (person level, weighted – 2013 ACS IPUMS 5 Year
estimates)
Nativity
English
Native born (%) 82
Foreign born (%) 18

Italian
46.4
53.6

French
27.3
72.7

Spanish
40.5
59.5

Russian
10
90

Polish
17.7
82.3

Chinese
20.9
79.1

Source: Ruggles, Steven, Katie Genadek, Ronald Goeken, Josiah Grover, and Matthew Sobek. 2015. “Integrated Public Use Microdata Series: Version 6.0
[Machine-Readable Database].” Minneapolis: University of Minnesota; U.S. Census Bureau. www.ipums.org.

More surprisingly, overwhelming shares of NYC residents born in the relevant countries or
census-defined birth regions report that they speak a language other than English at home. Though
many African immigrants likely come from countries where English is at least an official language, a
full 80% of them do not speak English at home. Thus, while the group speaking a language at home
does not correspond directly to the group of residents born in that country, using language would seem
to capture most first generation and some second generation immigrants (Ruggles et al. 2015).
Table 7. Language spoken at home by birthplace (person level, weighted)
Speaks English at home
No
Yes
Speaks English at home
No
Yes

Puerto Rico Mexico Central America
94.3
97.5
86.5
5.7
2.5
13.5
France
79.8
20.2

Italy
82.9
17.1

Spain

Cuba
88.7
11.3

West Indies
59
41

Poland Other USSR/Russia
91.2
89
93.9
8.8
11
6.1

South America Belgium
63
56.4
37
43.6
China
94.7
5.3

Source: Ruggles, Steven, Katie Genadek, Ronald Goeken, Josiah Grover, and Matthew Sobek. 2015. “Integrated Public Use Microdata Series: Version 6.0
[Machine-Readable Database].” Minneapolis: University of Minnesota; U.S. Census Bureau. www.ipums.org.
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Africa
80.3
19.7

NYRHTS data on the language spoken at home by the person making each trip in the survey
tells a slightly different story. 92 percent of trips are made by individuals who report speaking English.
According to the ACS 2011 5 year estimates, 37 percent of NYC residents are foreign born, and close
to half speak a language other than English at home (“2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table
S0501” 2016). Thus, respondents must be underreporting the prevalence of non-English languages in
the Regional Household Travel Survey.
In this study, 497 trips for which the traveler refused to answer the language question or
reported speaking an “other” language at home are dropped from the dataset.
Table 8. Language spoken at home (NYRHTS, trip level)
Language
Freq.
Percent
Native/English 26,033
92.26
Spanish
1,413
5.01
Chinese
261
0.92
Russian
346
1.23
Polish
47
0.17
Italian
7
0.02
French/Haitian
110
0.39
Total
28,217
100
Source: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey
Transportation Planning Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.

Henceforth, all trips and travelers will be divided into their respective language groups. The
“native/English” group, which includes all who reported speaking English at home, includes not only
native-born English speakers but also immigrants who selected “English.” “Six immigrant groups”
refers to Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Polish, Italian, and French/Haitian-speaking immigrants, taken
together as a group.6 As a whole, these 6 immigrant groups, as expected, make a 10 percentage point
6I also sometimes use the term “immigrants” to refer to these 6 groups and “immigrant status” to refer
to the distinction between the 6 immigrant groups and the native/English group. For the sake of
linguistic simplicity, I sometimes refer to the six immigrant groups without alluding to the fact that they
are in fact defined by language, discussing “Chinese immigrants” rather than “Chinese-speaking”
immigrants.
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lower share of their trips by driving alone than the native/English, and a χ2 test confirms that the
distribution of their mode choices is significantly different from that of the native/English group (pvalue = 0.000).
Table 9. Mode share by immigrant status (NYRHTS, trip level)
Mode

6 immigrant groups
Native/English
Total
Count Percent of group total Count
Percent of group total
Drive alone
362
16.6
6,983
26.8
8,871
Bike
20
0.9
410
1.6
430
Carpool
85
3.89
1,441
5.54
1,526
Public transit
850
38.9
8,103
31.1
8,953
Walk
867
39.7
9,096
34.9
9,963
Total
2,184
26,033
28,217
Source: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey
Transportation Planning Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.

Individual immigrant groups also exhibit substantial variation in mode choice; the Russians,
Native/English, Italians, and French/Haitians drive alone at almost twice the rate of the Spanish,
Chinese, and Polish. Carpooling is much more popular among the Native/English, Spanish, and
Russians than among other groups. The French/Haitian group walks at unusually high rates. However,
the results for the Polish and Italian groups may be compromised by small sample size.
Table 10. Mode share by immigrant group (NYRHTS, trip level)
Mode
Native/English Spanish Chinese Russian Polish Italian French/Haitian Total trips
Drive alone
26.8% 14.6% 14.2% 24.3% 12.8% 28.6%
24.5%
7,345
Bike
1.6%
0.6%
1.5%
1.7% 0.0% 28.6%
0.0%
430
Carpool
5.5%
4.1%
1.5%
6.1% 0.0% 0.0%
1.8%
1,526
Public transit
31.1% 40.7% 37.9% 35.3% 55.3% 28.6%
23.6%
8,953
Walk
34.9% 40.1% 44.8% 32.7% 31.9% 14.3%
50.0%
9,963
Total trips
26,033
1,413
261
346
47
7
110
28217
Source: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey
Transportation Planning Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.

Next, the survey records the age and gender of the person making each trip. Female takes the
value 1 for women, under18 equals 1 for minors, and over65 is a dummy variable for those 65 years
old or older. According to past results, the coefficient on female should be positively associated with
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non-car mode use (Boarnet and Crane 2001; Cervero and Kockelman 1997; Cervero 2002). The
literature generally fails to address the influence of minor status on mode choice, but since most of
those under 18 cannot drive, under18 should have a positive effect on biking, walking, and transit
probabilities. Age as a continuous variable is generally negatively associated with non-car mode
probabilities (Boarnet and Crane 2001; Cervero and Kockelman 1997), so senior might be expected to
yield a negative coefficient for the three non-car modes. On the other hand, the portion of the
population too old to drive might well produce a positive coefficient.
Table 11. Gender and age (NYRHTS, trip level)
Gender
Female
Male
RF
Total

Freq.
Percent
15,645
55.45
12,543
44.45
29
0.1
28,217
100

Age
Freq.
Percent
16-18 years
659
2.34
19-24 years
1,194
4.23
25-34 years
3,456
12.25
35-54 years
10,208
36.18
55-64 years
6,274
22.23
65 years or old
2,781
9.86
Age not provid
356
1.26
Younger than 16 3,289
11.66
Total
28,217
100
Source: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey
Transportation Planning Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.

Next, the survey provides the number of vehicles owned by a household.7 Logically,
households who own a vehicle at all or who own larger numbers of vehicles per person will be less
likely to use non-car modes (Chatterjee 2010; Train 1978; Srinivasan and Bhargavi 2007; Blumenberg
7 The number of vehicles is actually entered as a categorical variable with separate options for each
quantity from 0 to 7; all households with 8 or more vehicles are lumped into one category. For the
purposes of calculating this ratio, the “8+” category will be assumed to indicate 8 vehicles; owning
even more than 8 would seem to be very unlikely to have any significant marginal effect on mode
choice.
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and Shiki 2007; Cervero 2002). In the regressions, I use the number of vehicles per person in the
household, vehicles_perpers.
Table 12. Household vehicles (NYRHTS, trip level)
Vehicles in household Freq.
Percent
0 11,836
41.95
1 10,753
38.11
2
4,322
15.32
3
1,031
3.65
4
224
0.79
5
18
0.06
6
25
0.09
8
8
0.03
Total
28,217
100
Source: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey
Transportation Planning Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.

On average, the native/English travelers’ households own approximately 0.3 more vehicles than
the immigrant group travelers’ households; this difference in means is significant at the 1 percent level
(p-value = 0.000).
Figure 1. Mean # household vehicles by immigrant group

Source: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey
Transportation Planning Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.

Possession of a driver's license status, captured by the dummy variable license, also plays an
important role in mode choice; in the Regional Travel Survey data, the share of trips made by licensed
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individuals is significantly lower in the 6 immigrant groups than in the native/English group (one-sided
p-value = 0.000). Differences by mode used are even more striking.
Figure 2. Driver’s license status

Source: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey
Transportation Planning Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.

Finally, the NYRHTS provides annual household income in a set of 8 brackets. From these
brackets, I define two dummy variables: under30k for trips made by persons in low-income households
earning less than $30,000, and over100k for high-income households earning in excess of $100,000.
Many studies find that household income is negatively correlated with the likelihood of choosing noncar modes, ceteris paribus - higher-income travelers are thought to place a higher dollar value on their
time, and transit travel times generally exceed driving times (Lleras 2003; Srinivasan and Bhargavi
2007; Cervero and Kockelman 1997; Blumenberg and Smart 2010; M. J. Smart 2015; Liu and Painter
2012). Other studies, however, find that household income is insignificant (McFadden 1974; Goetzke
and Rave 2011; Goetzke 2008; Train 1978; Boarnet and Crane 2001).
Tabulating the trips made by each immigrant group by income shows substantial income
differentials across groups, although the sometimes small sample sizes make reliable inference
difficult. In particular, while 22% of the native/English group's trips were made by individuals from
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households earning less than $30,000, 68% of Spanish speakers' trips, 36% of Chinese immigrants'
trips, 26% of Russians' trips, and 28% of French/Haitian trips were made by low-income individuals.
Table 13. Household income and language, trip level (excluding trips with “Refused” responses)
Language spoken at home

Less than $15,000 $15,000 to $30,000 $30,000 to $50,000

Native/English Frequency
% of Native/English trips
Spanish

Chinese

Russian

Polish

Italian

$75,000 to $100,000 $100000-$150,000 $150,000-$200,000

$200,000 Total

2,264

3,574

4058

4,668

3,294

4282

1,629

2,264

26033

8.7

13.73

15.59

17.93

12.65

16.45

6.26

8.7

100

Frequency
% of Spanish trips

512

443

218

90

79

42

22

7

1413

36.23

31.35

15.43

6.37

5.59

2.97

1.56

0.5

100

Frequency
% of Chinese trips

52

41

51

37

24

32

8

16

261

19.92

15.71

19.54

14.18

9.2

12.26

3.07

6.13

100

Frequency
% of Russian trips

23

67

33

100

42

74

7

0

346

6.65

19.36

9.54

28.9

12.14

21.39

2.02

0

100

Frequency
% of Polish trips

0

31

0

16

0

0

0

0
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0

65.96

0

34.04

0

0

0

0

100

Frequency
% of Italian trips

0

2

0

1

0

0

4

0

7

0

28.57

0

14.29

0

0

57.14

0

100

French/Haitian Frequency
% of French/Haitian trips
Total

$50,000 to $75,000

Frequency
% of all trips

8

23

2

0

12

45

11

9

110

7.27

20.91

1.82

0

10.91

40.91

10

8.18

100

2,859

4,181

4362

4,912

3,451

4475

1,681

2,296

28217

10.13

14.82

15.46

17.41

12.23

15.86

5.96

8.14

100

Source: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey
Transportation Planning Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.

B. American Community Survey IPUMS microdata
The second set of variables comes from the American Community Survey 2011 5 Year
Estimates IPUMS microdata (Ruggles et al. 2015). I use data on commute trips to calculate two types
of social interactions variables; regrettably, this procedure omits other trip purposes, but no other
independent dataset is available with sufficiently large sample sizes at the city level.
First, a flow peer effect variable8 attempts to proxy for the demographics of users of each mode,
or mode-flow peer effects. I define flows as all commuters traveling between two boroughs,
irrespective of direction. The mode-flow peer effect then equals the share of a traveler's own
immigrant group – Native/English, Spanish, Chinese, French/Haitian, Russian, Polish, or Italian –
among all commuters using the chosen mode between the traveler's origin and destination borough.
881 bicycle trips for the Brooklyn ↔ Staten Island flow are dropped from the final sample, as there
exist no Brooklyn ↔ Staten Island bicycle commuters in the IPUMS data.
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Immigrant groups, though based on the aforementioned language categories in the travel survey, are
defined based on birthplace when calculating peer effects – all immigrants born in Spanish-speaking
countries, for example, belong to the Spanish group. For example, for a Chinese immigrant traveling
between Williamsburg and Midtown, the flow peer effect equals the number of Chinese subway
commuters between Manhattan and Brooklyn divided by the total number of subway commuters
traveling between Manhattan and Brooklyn.
The demographics of the users of various modes do perhaps not vary as much as expected – the
shares of all immigrant groups except the Spanish-speaking and native/English do not vary by more
than 2 percentage points. Immigrants born in Spanish-speaking countries, on the other hand, make up
close to a fifth of cyclist commuters but only 11 percent of drive alone commuters; the native/Englishspeaking make up 79 percent of those commuting by driving alone but only 73 percent of carpoolers,
bikers, and transit riders.
Table 14. Commuter demographics by mode (ACS 2011 5 Year Estimates – IPUMS, individual
commuter level)
Mode
Drive alone

Carpool

Bike

Public transit

Walk

Total

Chinese Native/English French Italian Polish Russian Spanish Total
Frequency
% of SOV users
Frequency
% of carpoolers
Frequency
% of cyclists
Frequency
% of transit users
Frequency
% of pedestrians
Frequency
% of all commuters

1,132

23,430

732

350

277

487

3,260

3.82

78.97

2.47

1.18

0.93

1.64

10.99

476

4,833

118

76

72

112

971

7.15

72.59

1.77

1.14

1.08

1.68

14.58
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710

12

6

5

12

190

4.1

72.82

1.23

0.62

0.51

1.23

19.49

3,801

54,065

1777

350

690

1085

11,941

5.16

73.35

2.41

0.47

0.94

1.47

16.2

787

10,407

187

100

115

194

2,050

5.69

75.2

1.35

0.72

0.83

1.4

14.81

6,236

93,445

2826

882

1159

1890

18,412

4.99

74.85

2.26

0.71

0.93

1.51

14.75
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29,668

6,658

975

73,709

13,840

124,850

Source: Ruggles, Steven, Katie Genadek, Ronald Goeken, Josiah Grover, and Matthew Sobek. 2015. “Integrated Public Use Microdata Series: Version 6.0
[Machine-Readable Database].” Minneapolis: University of Minnesota; U.S. Census Bureau. www.ipums.org.

By flow, demographics vary more widely (see Table 20, at end of text) – Chinese immigrants
make up only 0.68% of Bronx to Bronx commuters but a full 6.96% of Manhattan to Brooklyn 9
commuters. French/Haitian-speaking immigrants, on the other hand, make up only 0.5% of Manhattan
to Staten Island commuters but a full 4.28% of within Brooklyn commuters.
At the flow level, the correlation between the percentage of flow commuters in the
native/English group and the percent driving to work is weak (ρ = .26), which is inconsistent with the
hypothesis that immigrants’ travel patterns differ from those of the native-born.
Figure 3. Driving alone and immigrant status

Source: Ruggles, Steven, Katie Genadek, Ronald Goeken, Josiah Grover, and Matthew Sobek. 2015. “Integrated Public Use Microdata Series: Version 6.0
[Machine-Readable Database].” Minneapolis: University of Minnesota; U.S. Census Bureau. www.ipums.org.

Box plots of mode-flow peer effects demonstrate considerable variation at the flow level.
Importantly, the data points in these box plots represent the shares for flows, not individual trips.
Naturally, the native/English and Spanish-speaking immigrant groups make up the largest proportions
of every mode’s users, and as expected, the native/English shares are highest for driving alone. The
Spanish-speaking shares are largest among cyclists, transit riders, and walking commuters, the Chinese
shares are greatest for transit and walking, and the remaining groups make up small shares of each
9 To reiterate, direction is irrelevant.
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mode on every flow and show much less variation.
Figure 4. Percentage of mode users on flow from immigrants group

Source: Ruggles, Steven, Katie Genadek, Ronald Goeken, Josiah Grover, and Matthew Sobek. 2015. “Integrated Public Use Microdata Series: Version 6.0
[Machine-Readable Database].” Minneapolis: University of Minnesota; U.S. Census Bureau. www.ipums.org.

The mean mode-flow peer effect at the trip level varies by group, based primarily on group size,
and mirrors the above boxplots.
Table 15. Mean mode-flow peer effect (at trip level)
Group
Mean own-group % of flow
Native/English
76.6%
Chinese
5.8%
Spanish
20.4%
Russian
2.5%
Polish
1.0%
Italian
0.6%
French
1.7%
Sources: Ruggles, Steven, Katie Genadek, Ronald Goeken, Josiah Grover, and Matthew Sobek. 2015. “Integrated Public Use Microdata Series: Version
6.0 [Machine-Readable Database].” Minneapolis: University of Minnesota; U.S. Census Bureau. www.ipums.org.
“2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation
Planning Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.

Second, the IPUMS data allow the calculation of endogenous neighborhood effects.
“Neighborhoods” in this case are defined by Public Use Microdata Areas (PUMAs), units that are
generally larger than the traditional conception of a neighborhood but represent the highest level of
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spatial detail in the IPUMS data. I divide the Travel Survey as well as the IPUMS sample into two
groups: native/English and the 6 aforementioned immigrant groups, taken together. In the survey, the
groups are of course defined by language spoken at home, but in the IPUMS data, they are once again
defined by birthplace – the reference group for the 6 immigrant groups includes all individuals born in
countries corresponding to the 6 languages, while the native/English reference group includes the
native-born as well as individuals born in countries speaking English or languages other than the
aforementioned 6. The neighborhood effect then equals the share of a trip-maker's reference group in
his or her home PUMA commuting via the mode used for a given trip. For a Chinese immigrant
making a trip by bike, then, the neighborhood effect would equal the share of the 6 immigrant group
members residing in the Chinese traveler's home PUMA commuting by bike.
In the aggregate, the mode choices of the two aforementioned groups on which the
neighborhood effects are based do not differ greatly – the similarity between the two groups may be
the result of New York’s unusually comprehensive transit network and high density.
Table 16. Commute modal split by aggregate immigrant group – individual level (ACS 2011 5
Year Estimates – IPUMS, individual commuter level)
Mode
Drive alone

Carpool

Bike

Public transit

Walk

Total

Non-English-speaking immigrants
Frequency
% of Non-English or English commuters

Native-born and English-speaking immigrants

Total

265

710

975

19.86

25.07

23.76

Frequency
% of Non-English or English commuters

1,825

4,833

6658

5.81

5.17

5.33

Frequency
% of Non-English or English commuters

6,238

23,430

29668

0.84

0.76

0.78

Frequency
% of Non-English or English commuters

19,644

54,065

73709

62.55

57.86

59.04

Frequency
% of Non-English or English commuters

3,433

10,407

13840

10.93

11.14

11.09

Frequency

31,405

93,445

124850

Source: Ruggles, Steven, Katie Genadek, Ronald Goeken, Josiah Grover, and Matthew Sobek. 2015. “Integrated Public Use Microdata Series: Version 6.0
[Machine-Readable Database].” Minneapolis: University of Minnesota; U.S. Census Bureau. www.ipums.org.
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At the PUMA level, auto commute shares do reach higher levels among the native/English
group. Both immigrant status groups show similar levels of variation in their modal splits.
Figure 5. Percentage of Non-English-speaking immigrant or native/English PUMA residents
using mode

Source: Ruggles, Steven, Katie Genadek, Ronald Goeken, Josiah Grover, and Matthew Sobek. 2015. “Integrated Public Use Microdata Series: Version 6.0
[Machine-Readable Database].” Minneapolis: University of Minnesota; U.S. Census Bureau. www.ipums.org.

The native/English and 6 immigrant groups’ drive alone commuting rates follow the same
general patterns, increasing with distance from Manhattan, but immigrants' drive alone mode shares are
lower almost everywhere.
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Figure 6.

Sources: “Bytes of the Big Apple: PUMAs.” 2015. New York: New York Department of City Planning. Accessed November 15.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data-maps/open-data.page.
Ruggles, Steven, Katie Genadek, Ronald Goeken, Josiah Grover, and Matthew Sobek. 2015. “Integrated Public Use Microdata Series: Version 6.0
[Machine-Readable Database].” Minneapolis: University of Minnesota; U.S. Census Bureau. www.ipums.org.
“MTA Subway GTFS Shapefiles and Layer File.” 2015. Center for Urban Research at the Graduate Center/CUNY.
http://spatialityblog.com/2015/10/05/new-subway-station-in-nyc-hudson-yards/.

C. American Community Survey, tract-level data
The third set of demographic variables stems from the American Community Survey 2011 5
Year Estimate tract-level dataset. First, total tract population along with tract area from the Census
Bureau's TIGER Shapefiles allow the calculation of population density per square mile (“2015
TIGER/Line Shapefiles and TIGER/Line Files” 2015; “2007-2011 American Community Survey:
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Table B01003” 2016). Most previous studies have found positive correlations between population
density and the likelihood of using non-car modes, all else equal (Cervero and Kockelman 1997; Train
1978; Cervero 2002; Combs and Rodriguez 2014).
Trips made by immigrants are made by trip-makers who live in denser tracts, a difference which
is highly significant (one-sided p-value = 0.000). However, at the trip level, the densities of Russian,
Polish, and Italian trip-makers' home tracts are actually lower than the corresponding figure for the
native/English group.
Figure 7. Home tract population density

Sources: “2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table B01003.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/B01003/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|
0500000US36081.14000|0500000US36085.14000.
“2015 TIGER/Line Shapefiles and TIGER/Line Files.” 2015. U.S. Census Bureau. https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-line.html.

Density is highest in Manhattan and the Bronx, but Queens and Brooklyn also sport several
dense nodes, as Figure 34 demonstrates.
The American Community Survey tract-level data include aggregate percentage foreign born,
denoted by home_pc_foreignborn, as well as the share of tract residents in the six immigrant groups,
defined by birth countries corresponding to the six languages (“2007-2011 American Community
Survey: Table B05006,” Census Tract, 2016; “2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table
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B05002” 2016). These variables could pick up exogenous social interactions effects; based on Smart
(2015)'s findings that enclaves decrease the likelihood of driving and that the immigrant effect is
stronger in enclaves, the concentration of both immigrants as a whole and an individual's specific
immigrant/native group could have a positive effect on non-drive alone mode use likelihood, all else
equal.
The share of' home tract residents from an immigrant’s own group is strongly positively
correlated with the mode-flow peer effects at the trip level for two of the six immigrant groups
(French: ρ=.76; Italian: ρ=.68). In other words, immigrants from these groups who live in enclaves
tend to make trips where a larger share of fellow travelers come from their own group. For other
groups, however, this correlation is moderately positive or even negative (Chinese: ρ=-.04; Polish:
ρ=.33; Russian: ρ=.24; Spanish ρ=-.08).
Figure 8. Mode flow peer effects and enclaves
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Sources: “2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table B05006.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/B05006/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|
0500000US36081.14000|0500000US36085.14000.
Ruggles, Steven, Katie Genadek, Ronald Goeken, Josiah Grover, and Matthew Sobek. 2015. “Integrated Public Use Microdata Series: Version 6.0
[Machine-Readable Database].” Minneapolis: University of Minnesota; U.S. Census Bureau. www.ipums.org.

At the tract level, immigrant group concentration is significantly positively correlated with
population density only for Spanish-speaking immigrants (ρ=.33); Chinese (ρ=.02), French (ρ=.02),
Polish (ρ=-.07), and Russian (ρ=-.04) enclaves show no systematic relationship with density, while the
share of Italian residents in a tract is actually negatively correlated with density (ρ=-.19). These raw
correlations would seem to cast doubt on the hypothesis that population density plays a major role in
the higher non-car mode usage rates in immigrant enclaves (Chatman 2014; M. J. Smart 2015).
Figure 9. Enclaves and population density10

10 While densities above 200,000 people per square mile seem high, data published by the NYC
Department of City Planning (http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/html/census/demo_tables_2010.shtml)
confirms that at least three census tracts in the city have population densities above 200,000 people per
square mile (312.5 people per acre).
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Sources: “2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table B01003.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/B01003/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|
0500000US36081.14000|0500000US36085.14000.
“2015 TIGER/Line Shapefiles and TIGER/Line Files.” 2015. U.S. Census Bureau. https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-line.html.
“2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table B05006.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/B05006/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|
0500000US36081.14000|0500000US36085.14000.

As expected, members of the 6 immigrant groups live in census tracts with higher
concentrations of immigrants; immigrant bicyclists tend to live in particularly high-immigrant
neighborhoods.
Figure 10. Enclave residence of traveler by mode and immigrant status of trip and traveler
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Source: “2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table B05002.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/B05002/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|
0500000US36081.14000|0500000US36085.14000.

Trips by members of each immigrant group track their enclaves quite closely, not surprisingly
(see Figures 35-40). Immigrants do make large numbers of cross-borough or even inter-borough trips,
so they do not seem to disproportionately make trips within their enclaves that are easy to accomplish
by transit or on foot (M. J. Smart 2015).
Finally, the ACS provides tract-level data on education, household income, car ownership, and
aggregate commuting mode shares (“2007-2011 American Community Survey: Tables DP04, S1501,
B08301, DP03,” Census Tract, 2016). Home_pc_bachelors represents the percentage of 25+ year old
residents with a bachelor's degree or higher. Home_HH_medincome indicates the household median
income by tract,11 while pc_HH_noveh is the percentage of tract households who do not own a vehicle.
When controlling for other factors, home_pc_bachelors and home_HH_medincome may be positively
correlated with the probability of choosing a non-car mode, as there is evidence that cars and driving
serve as status symbols for low-education NYC residents but not for their better educated peers
(Goetzke and Weinberger 2012). Other econometric investigations, however, find neighborhood
income to be insignificant (Habib 2014).
Median household income is highest in southern Manhattan, Brooklyn Heights, Staten Island,
and in the outer, more suburban parts of Brooklyn and Queens (see Figure 41). Thus, the higher
income neighborhoods comprise both the most and least transit friendly in the city. Not surprisingly,
the share of households who do not own a vehicle, pc_HH_noveh, is highest in Manhattan and lowest
in the outlying reaches of the Bronx, Queens, Brooklyn, and Staten Island (Figure 42).

11 Median household incomes above $250.000 are recorded as “$250,000+” and enter into the
regression as 250,000 – at this level of income, the finer gradations should not be decisive.
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D. GIS-generated data
1. Travel time
I use a variety of GIS datasets to characterize travel times on each mode as well as neighborhood-level built
environments. First, the NYC Taxi and Limousine Commission Trip Record Data provide a dataset of every taxi
trip made in April 2011, including information on origin and destination coordinates, tolls paid, and departure and
arrival times (“TLC Trip Record Data” 2011). The dataset contains over 14 million trips for April 2011 alone;
using a spatial join in ArcGIS, I determined the census tract in which each trip begins and ends. Next, travel times
for weekday trips on each origin-destination relation were averaged, irrespective of time of day as well as
direction. While calculating the travel time at specific times of day would have provided a more accurate measure
of the theoretical auto travel time for a given trip, even 14 million observations do not allow such a level of detail,
as there are 4,695,889 origin-destination combinations of census tracts in NYC alone. The average weekday travel
time between two census tracts is then used to proxy for auto (drive alone and carpool) travel time for trips in the
final model (“TLC Trip Record Data” 2011). Data was unavailable for 974 within-NYC trips.
In order to calculate transit travel times, this analysis used the General Transit Feed Specification data
published by the New York MTA (“MTA Real-Time Data Feeds” 2015; “NYC Street Centerline (CSCL),” n.d.).
Google Transit and other trip planning apps rely on this geographically-referenced schedule data in order to
produce transit directions and times. The “Add GTFS to a Network Dataset” and Network Analyst GIS tools
allowed this schedule data to be combined with a pedestrian-accessible street network dataset to calculate the travel
time by transit (plus walking) between pairs of census tract centroids in NYC. Census tracts for GIS maps and the
calculation of tract centroids – used as origins and destinations – come from the NYC Department of City Planning
(“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline),” n.d.). For
simplicity's sake, the calculation was performed only for Wednesdays at 1:00pm, 12 under the assumption that transit
travel times do not experience as great a peak to off-peak fluctuation as auto travel times might. Using the same
tools (“NYC Street Centerline (CSCL),” n.d.), Network Analyst also allowed the calculation of walking and biking
12 Using MTA GTFS data from November 2015
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times between tracts, assuming a fairly average walking speed of 80 meters per minute (Finnis and Walton 2008)
and a biking speed of 169 meters per minute (Jensen et al. 2010). Pedestrian and bike travel times could not be
calculated for 908 of the trips for which auto travel time could be calculated, which, in addition to those without
auto travel time data, are dropped from the final dataset.
One would expect that travel time would negatively affect the likelihood of choosing a mode, since time
costs represent the main component of the relative costs of each mode. The vast majority of studies assume that
travel time has a linear effect (Cervero 2002; Cervero 2007; Chatterjee 2010; Choi et al. 2012; E. R. Dugundji and
Gulyás 2008; Popuri et al. 2011; Paulssen et al. 2014; Salon 2009; Zhao et al. 2014; Train 1978), although
including a nonlinear specification of travel time might better capture increasing aversion to high travel times.
The average transit to auto travel time ratio is slightly higher for the native/English group’s trips than for
the 6 immigrant groups’ trips, a difference which is nonetheless highly significant (two-sided p-value = .005).
Transit is, however, less competitive for the average Russian, Polish, and Italian trip than for the average native
trip. These three groups are also the three for which the mode-flow peer effect is negatively correlated with origin
tract density, potentially providing an explanation for the less competitive transit travel times – denser
neighborhoods generally offer better transit connections.
Figure 11. Transit vs. auto travel time
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Sources: “2015 TIGER/Line Shapefiles and TIGER/Line Files.” 2015. U.S. Census Bureau. https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-line.html.
“2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning Authority.
http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“NYC Street Centerline (CSCL).” n.d. NYC Open Data; NYC Department of Information Technology and Telecommunications. https://data.cityofnewyork.us/CityGovernment/NYC-Street- Centerline-CSCL-/exjm-f27b.
“TLC Trip Record Data.” 2011. New York: NYC Taxi & Limousine Commission. http://www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/about/trip_record_data.shtml.
“MTA Real-Time Data Feeds.” 2015. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Authority. http://datamine.mta.info.

The mode-flow peer effect is marginally negatively correlated with the transit-to-auto travel time ratio only
for Spanish (ρ=-.08) and Russian immigrants (ρ=-0.22). For all other groups, including the native/English, the
correlation is either minimal or positive (French: ρ=0.45; Italian: ρ =.15; Polish: ρ=.18; Chinese: ρ = 0.12;
native/English: ρ=0.04). If indeed these longer trips are being taken by transit, social interactions effects could
serve as an explanation for choosing a less convenient mode.
Figure 12. Mode-flow peer effects and transit competitiveness
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Sources: “2015 TIGER/Line Shapefiles and TIGER/Line Files.” 2015. U.S. Census Bureau. https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-line.html.
“2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning Authority.
http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“NYC Street Centerline (CSCL).” n.d. NYC Open Data; NYC Department of Information Technology and Telecommunications. https://data.cityofnewyork.us/CityGovernment/NYC-Street- Centerline-CSCL-/exjm-f27b.
“TLC Trip Record Data.” 2011. New York: NYC Taxi & Limousine Commission. http://www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/about/trip_record_data.shtml.
“MTA Real-Time Data Feeds.” 2015. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Authority. http://datamine.mta.info.
Ruggles, Steven, Katie Genadek, Ronald Goeken, Josiah Grover, and Matthew Sobek. 2015. “Integrated Public Use Microdata Series: Version 6.0 [Machine-Readable
Database].” Minneapolis: University of Minnesota; U.S. Census Bureau. www.ipums.org.

Geospatially, transit travel times for trips in the survey sample come closer to or even fall below auto travel
times for trips originating in Manhattan, while failing to reach competitive levels in the more suburban parts of the
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outer boroughs (see Figure 43). However, individual, seemingly random tracts across all boroughs except Staten
Island generate trips for which transit provides a faster trip, on average.
The average walking time for trips taken by the 6 immigrant groups once again falls slightly below that for
the native/English, but the difference is significant at the 5% level (two-sided p-value = .04). Spanish, Italian, and
French/Haitian immigrants take shorter trips than the native group, on average, while Chinese, Russian, and Polish
immigrants taken longer trips for which walking is thus less competitive.
Figure 13. Walking times

Sources: “2015 TIGER/Line Shapefiles and TIGER/Line Files.” 2015. U.S. Census Bureau. https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-line.html.
“2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning Authority.
http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“NYC Street Centerline (CSCL).” n.d. NYC Open Data; NYC Department of Information Technology and Telecommunications. https://data.cityofnewyork.us/CityGovernment/NYC-Street- Centerline-CSCL-/exjm-f27b.
“TLC Trip Record Data.” 2011. New York: NYC Taxi & Limousine Commission. http://www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/about/trip_record_data.shtml.

Trips overall become longer, the further a tract is from Manhattan, as evidenced by the higher average ratios
of walking to driving time for trips originating in each tract (see Figure 44). However, unlike in the case of transit
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travel times, many census tracts in the outer boroughs actually generate trips for which walking is more
competitive than for trips originating in many Manhattan tracts.

2. Built environment
Next, I calculated the density of three, four, or higher order intersections using a city street network GIS
dataset (“NYC Street Centerline (CSCL),” n.d.), yielding intersections per square mile, or intersecdens. Many
intersections sit directly on tract boundaries; these intersections were arbitrarily assigned to one tract by ArcGIS.
Intersection density or similar measures commonly enter mode choice models as a proxy for the density of the
street grid, pedestrian amenities, and walkability more generally (Wang, Akar, and Guldmann 2015; Rodriguez,
Brisson, and Estupinan 2009; Moniruzzaman and Paez 2012; Hong, Shen, and Zhang 2014; Estupiñán and
Rodríguez 2008; Chatman 2009; Cervero 2007; Cervero and Kockelman 1997). Thus, intersection density is
expected to be positively correlated with choosing walking and transit over driving; walkability may also proxy for
bike-friendly, low-speed traffic conditions, producing a positive effect on the likelihood of biking, all else equal.
Intersection density, unlike other built environment variables, does not display a clear trend moving
outward from Manhattan (see Figure 45). While highly walkable tracts concentrate in lower Manhattan and the
South Bronx, walkability varies greatly from tract to tract elsewhere, but the overall pattern changes little across all
boroughs except Staten Island.
Next, I use GIS datasets of MTA subway and bus stops (“MTA Bus GTFS Shapefiles” 2010; “MTA Subway
GTFS Shapefiles and Layer File” 2015), the aforementioned street network dataset, and the Network Analyst tool
to calculate two measures of transit access: pc_subw_walk, the percentage of tract area within 800 meters (½ mi.)
walking distance of a subway stop (Zhao et al. 2014), and bus_dens, the number of bus stops in a tract divided by
its area. Though I already control for relative travel times, the aggregate travel time omits the balance of access,
in-vehicle, and waiting time on a transit trip. Research suggests that the disutility to travelers from out-of-vehicle
time, such as walking or waiting time, is around twice that from in-vehicle travel time (Popuri et al. 2011). The
subway and bus access variables serve to proxy for this out-of-vehicle travel time and so should be negatively
correlated with transit choice probabilities, holding other factors constant. Subway access is moderately positively
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correlated with population density at the tract level (ρ= 0.5), but bus stop density is only weakly positively
correlated with density (ρ = 0.24), reflecting the more even distribution of bus stops across the city.
Figure 14. Transit access and population density at the tract level

Sources: “2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table B01003.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/B01003/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|0500000US36081.14000|
0500000US36085.14000.
“2015 TIGER/Line Shapefiles and TIGER/Line Files.” 2015. U.S. Census Bureau. https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-line.html.
“MTA Bus GTFS Shapefiles.” 2010. Center for Urban Research at the Graduate Center/CUNY. http://spatialityblog.com/2010/07/08/mta-gis-data-update/#datalinks.
“MTA Subway GTFS Shapefiles and Layer File.” 2015. Center for Urban Research at the Graduate Center/CUNY. http://spatialityblog.com/2015/10/05/new-subwaystation-in-nyc-hudson-yards/.
“NYC Street Centerline (CSCL).” n.d. NYC Open Data; NYC Department of Information Technology and Telecommunications. https://data.cityofnewyork.us/CityGovernment/NYC-Street- Centerline-CSCL-/exjm-f27b.

Subway access obviously tracks subway lines; major gaps in access exist in the outer boroughs (see Figure
46). Bus stop density is highest in Manhattan and lowest in Staten Island; this density remains relatively constant
in other boroughs, even away from subway lines (see Figure 47).
Finally, this analysis uses the NYC Department of City Planning's PLUTO parcel database to calculate the
ratio of residential to commercial 13 floor area in each origin (or_restocomrat) and destination tract (d_restocomrat)
(“PLUTO” 2015), a proxy for the level of mixed-use development. This variable is unavailable for 371 trips which
had data on travel times for all modes. Floor area is commonly used to proxy for the mixing of uses (Choi et al.
2012; Zhao et al. 2014; Hong, Shen, and Zhang 2014). Mixed uses facilitate pedestrian and bike trips by placing
homes, stores, and offices closer together; mixed-use neighborhoods near transit also facilitate transit use since
riders can stop at other destinations on the way to and from the transit stop without making separate trips (Cervero
and Kockelman 1997). Many studies find positive relationships between mixing of uses and non-car mode use,
13 Commercial floor area includes retail, service, and office uses but excludes industrial uses (“Glossary of
Planning Terms,” n.d.).
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ceteris paribus (Cervero and Kockelman 1997; Cervero 2002; Cervero 1996; Rodriguez, Brisson, and Estupinan
2009), but this measure is not universally significant (Thompson, Brown, and Bhattacharya 2012; Cervero 2007;
Kitamura, Mokhtarian, and Laidet 1997; Frank and Pivo 1994).
Trips taken by the 6 immigrant groups originate in census tracts that, on average, have a slightly higher
residential to commercial floor area ratio than the origin tracts of native/English trips, although this difference is
only significant at the 10 percent level (one-sided p-value = .087). The fact that the origin census tracts of the 6
immigrant groups’ trips have lower levels of mixed-use development is in a sense inconsistent with my previous
finding that transit travel times are more competitive for their trips. Surprisingly, Polish and Italian immigrants
take trips which originate in tracts with the highest levels of mixed-use development – despite the fact that transit is
less competitive for their trips, compared to those of other immigrant groups (see Figure 11).
Figure 15. Mixed-use development by immigrant status and group (trip level)

Source: “PLUTO.” 2015. New York: NYC Department of City Planning. http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data-maps/open-data.page.
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While high mixed-use development tracts - in other words, those with low residential to commercial floor
area ratios – cluster in Manhattan, individual tracts at all levels can be found throughout the city, once again
confirming NYC's exceptional nature (see Figure 48).
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V. Results
A. Overview
Estimation of discrete choice models where the dependent variable takes on more than two values generally
requires the use of multinomial logit models, 14 as multinomial probit models' computational intensity often makes
their use impractical. More specifically, this thesis makes use of the alternative-specific conditional logit
estimator.15 This estimation technique, which is an extension of the classic multinomial logit discrete choice
model, allows some “alternative-specific” variables – in this case, travel time and endogenous social interactions
effects – to take on a different value for each alternative mode. The remaining controls, termed case-specific, vary
across trips but not across alternatives. The model estimates the effect of case-specific variables separately for
each non-base alternative of the dependent variable, mode, but allows identification of only one coefficient for each
alternative-specific variable; thus, we cannot examine variations in the coefficients on travel time and endogenous
social interactions effects by mode. I set driving alone as the base category; the coefficients on driving alone are
thus constrained to zero, and coefficients for all other modes are estimated relative to the probability of choosing to
drive alone. Because the coefficients for a multinomial logit model do not lend themselves to easy interpretation, I
report only odds ratios, which indicate the impact of a one-unit increase in the independent variable on the
probability of choosing the given mode over driving alone.
I begin by estimating an alternative-specific conditional logit model with all explanatory variables except
the endogenous social interactions effects. Then, I estimate two models which include the mode-flow peer effects
variable, first a simple alternative-specific conditional (ASC) logit and then an ASC logit control function model
which corrects for the endogeneity of the mode-flow effects. The fourth and fifth models mirror the
aforementioned two but replace mode-flow peer effects with neighborhood endogenous effects – I estimate one
simple ASC logit model of neighborhood effects and a second using the control function approach to correct for

14 For an in-depth treatment of multinomial logit models, see Ch. 3 of Train, Kenneth. 2009. Discrete Choice
Methods with Simulation. 2nd ed. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
http://eml.berkeley.edu/books/choice2.html. (Note: full text available online at link)
15 Stata’s help file for the asclogit command covers the theory and derivation of the estimator and is available at
http://www.stata.com/manuals13/rasclogit.pdf
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endogeneity. The final and sixth model uses the ASC logit control function estimator and includes both
endogenous social interactions effects, mode-flow and neighborhood, simultaneously.

B. Base model without endogenous social interactions effects
First, I estimate the base model (Model 1, Table 17) without endogenous social interactions effects using
the alternative-specific conditional logit estimator, where the traveler for trip τ chooses one of the five modes. G is
the cumulative logistic distribution, travel_time is an alternative-specific variable, and the remaining controls are
case (i.e. trip) specific:
P(Modeτ = j) = G(β0,j + β1 travel_timeτj + β2,j peakτ + β3,j or_pct_subw_walkτ + β4,j dest_pct_subw_walkτ + β5,j
or_restocomratτ + β6,j dest_restocomratτ + β7,j home_pct_foreignbornτ + β8,j home_pct_bachelorsτ + β9,j schoolτ + β10,j
personalτ + β11,j shoppingτ + β12,j socialτ + β13,j w_childrenτ + β14,j vehicles_perpersτ + β15,j under18τ + β16,j over65τ +
β17,j Spanishτ + β18,j Chineseτ + β19,j other_immigrantτ + β20,j femaleτ + β21,j income_under30kτ + β22,j
income_over100kτ + β23,j licenseτ + uτ)

(see Table 17)

1. Exogenous social interactions effects
First, I include exogenous social interactions effects, i.e. characteristics of a traveler's peers, that may
influence his or her choice of mode. The share of home tract residents who are foreign born is significant at the
five percent level for the bike, transit, and walk modes but insignificant for carpooling. Where significant, the odds
ratios hover around 1.01; increasing the share of foreign born residents by 1 percent increases the probability of
walking, biking, or taking transit relative to driving alone by 1 percent. This exogenous social interactions effect
might reflect self-selection into dense neighborhoods that often contain many immigrants, as Smart (2015)
surmises when he finds a similar enclave effect. His other explanations – the high levels of mixed use
development in enclaves as well as the tendency of enclave residents to patronize nearby ethnic businesses – are
less likely culprits since I control directly for mixed-use development and travel times. Alternatively, enclave
residence might amplify endogenous social interactions effects since immigrants in enclaves could more easily
observe their fellow immigrants' behavior and communicate across networks. If this positive effect indeed reflects
exogenous social interactions, compliance effects may be at work, whereby social norms of non-car-mode use
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might operate more strongly when immigrants are concentrated in one place (Maness, Cirillo, and Dugundji 2015).
This explanation would only make sense, of course, if non-car mode use is more socially acceptable among
immigrants than among non-immigrants. Why the coefficient for carpooling is insignificant is less clear – one
would think that ethnic enclaves would strengthen social networks and promote the relationships necessary for
ride-sharing.
The second exogenous social interactions effect is the share of a traveler's home tract residents with a
bachelor's degree. The effect of home tract education is only marginally significant for carpooling; social norms
associated with different levels of education and class do not seem to impact the likelihood of carpooling versus
driving alone. On the other hand, a 1 percent increase in the percentage of home tract residents with a Bachelor's
increases the likelihoods of walking and of taking transit, relative to driving alone, by 1 percent and the likelihood
of biking relative to driving alone by 4.1 percent, controlling for other factors. These three coefficients are each
significant at the 1 percent level. These effects mirror Goetzke and Weinberger (2012)'s findings that living in
higher education, wealthier neighborhoods decreases the likelihood of owning a car. Analogously, a compliance
effect may influence mode choice, whereby traveling by car may serve as more of a status symbol in less educated
areas; walking, transit, and especially biking may in fact be more acceptable in high-income neighborhoods. The
biking effect could substantiate observations that cyclists in New York are overwhelmingly high-income “yuppies”
or might be proxying for the fact that bike lanes in NYC tend to serve higher income, better educated
neighborhoods (Giblin 2012).

2. Immigrant dummy variables
In order to control for the immigrant effect detected in so many previous empirical studies, I include three
dummies for immigrant groups – Spanish, Chinese, and other_immigrant. As explained in the data section,
Spanish and Chinese include all those who speak the corresponding language at home; other_immigrant denotes all
who speak Russian, Italian, Polish, or French/Haitian at home. Regrettably, the small numbers of observations for
these four languages’ speakers do not allow the identification of effects for these individual groups.
Immigrants' bike habits do not seem to differ greatly from the native-born/English speaking immigrants in
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this simple model, although the coefficients are likely biased by the omission of the social interactions variables.
The three aggregate immigrant groups’ likelihood of carpooling relative to driving alone is not significantly
different from that of the native/English group; as for transit use, only the Chinese group attains significance – even
then only at the 10 percent level. Finally, the Spanish-speaking immigrant group's dummy variable is highly
significant; this group is 26 percent less likely to choose walking over driving alone, all else equal, compared to
the native/English group. Chinese immigrants, on the other hand, are three times as likely to make this same
choice as the native/English, an effect which is also highly significant. I will delay commenting on these effects
until later models, as the omission of social interactions effects makes discussion of the immigrant dummies almost
meaningless.

3. Remaining control variables
Travel time, as expected, is significant even at the 1 percent level, and its odds ratio of 0.94 indicates that a
1 minute increase in the travel time on a mode decreases the likelihood of choosing that mode by 6 percent.
Increasing a mode's travel time by five minutes would, all else equal, decrease the odds of choosing that mode by a
full 27 percent, an effect which is intuitively reasonable in both sign and magnitude given the short duration of
most intracity trips. Despite the approximative nature of my travel time calculations, the travel time variable seems
to capture the negative impact of the time cost of travel found in a broad swath of the literature (Cervero 2002;
Cervero 2007; Chatterjee 2010; Dugundji and Gulyás 2008; Train 1978; Popuri et al. 2011; Salon 2009; Zhao et al.
2014; Train 1978).
Peak is insignificant for every mode except transit, and the transit odds ratio of 1.542 suggests that travelers
are 54 percent more likely to choose transit over driving alone during rush hour, ceteris paribus. Peak could proxy
for greater traffic congestion and thus greater auto travel times, shorter transit travel times due to shorter headways,
or unpleasant conditions and crowding on transit during rush hour. The fact that transit use is more likely during
rush hour suggests that the first two aforementioned effects dominate that of crowding on transit; the muchdiscussed crowding issues (Lewis, Sommerfeldt, and Rivoli 2015) on the New York subway might in fact not
negatively impact ridership, all else equal.
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Next, I control for the built environment in the census tracts of origin and destination of each trip. I am
unable to include the full suite of calculated built environment measures – subway access, bus stop density,
population density, intersection density, and residential to commercial floor area ratio – due to multicollinearity. In
the end, I account for Cervero and Kockelman (1997)'s “3 D's” of density, diversity (i.e. mixed use development),
and pedestrian-friendly design by controlling for subway access and mixed-use development. Subway access, or
the percentage of an origin or destination tract within 800 meters walking distance of a subway station, is highly
significant for all four non-drive-alone modes; the odds ratios for biking, walking, and transit all hover around 1.01
for both origins and destinations. The fact that a 20 percent increase in the share of tract area within walking
distance of the subway increases the relative likelihood of taking transit by 19 percent follows the intuition that
access to transit should promote its use.
More surprisingly, subway access plays an equally strong role in encouraging walking and biking; here,
access likely proxies for omitted factors such as pedestrian-friendly design, bus access, and population density.
Since the mode variable indicates the primary mode used for a trip, these trips are not simply walk or bike trips to
access transit. Of the aforementioned omitted variables, only population density – by increasing the number of
nearby potential carpoolers – might affect the likelihood of carpooling, so it is not surprising that subway access
has little effect on the likelihood of carpooling.
Mixed-use development has virtually no effect on mode choice in this model. The ratio of residential to
commercial floor area in both origin and destination tracts is insignificant for every mode except transit. In every
case, however, the odds ratio is almost exactly 1, suggesting that even the statistically significant effect on transit is
of little practical significance. Several previous mode choice studies also fail to detect a significant effect on the
mixing of uses (Thompson, Brown, and Bhattacharya 2012; Cervero 2007; Kitamura, Mokhtarian, and Laidet
1997; Frank and Pivo 1994), but my results contradict many of Cervero's findings (Cervero and Kockelman 1997;
Cervero 2002; Cervero 1996). The irrelevance of mixed-use development is not as surprising in NYC as it might
be elsewhere, given the unusually high level of mixed-use development throughout the city.
In order to control for trip purpose, the model incorporates dummies for school, personal, shopping, and
social trips; work commute trips serve as the base category. School trips are not significantly more or less likely to
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occur by bike or carpool, relative to driving alone, than work trips. The relative likelihood of a trip occurring by
transit rather than by driving alone is, ceteris paribus, almost twice as high for school trips as for work trips (odds
ratio = 1.94); walk trips are similarly almost twice as likely, relative to driving, for school as for work trips (odds
ratio = 1.81), and both differences are significant at the 1 percent level. Personal trips – i.e. errands and related
nonrecreational trips – are much less likely to occur by biking (odds ratio = .427), transit (odds ratio = .242), or
walking (odds ratio = .372), and all three effects are significant. The likelihood of a personal trip occurring by
carpool is not significantly different from the corresponding probability for work trips.
The likelihood of a traveler making shopping trip by bike, carpool, walking, or public transit relative to
driving alone is anywhere from 20 to 80 percent lower than the corresponding likelihood for work trips, and these
effects are all significant at least at the 5 percent level. Since shopping often involves carrying heavy bags, it is not
surprising that shoppers prefer to drive. Finally, relative to work trips, social trips are in fact much more likely to
occur by bike – holding other factors constant, the relative odds of choosing biking over driving are 30 percent
higher for social trips, an effect which is significant at the 10 percent level. This odds ratio might pick up the effect
of recreational bike trips or suggest that New Yorkers prefer to bike for less hurried, more relaxed trips involving
social occasions. The relative probability of carpooling is 60% higher for social trips – this highly significant
effect is not surprising given that carpooling by its nature involves social coordination and interaction.
Surprisingly, the relative odds of a social trip occurring by transit are 54% lower than for work trips; the social
dummy is insignificant for walking.
A common narrative suggests that parents, especially women, begin driving more once they have children
due to the inconvenience of taking transit, biking, or walking with multiple kids in tow (Rosenbloom and Burns
1994). This model seems to bear out this assumption; travelers who live in a household with children have a 44
percent lower relative likelihood of biking, a 38 percent lower likelihood of carpooling, a 63 percent lower relative
probability of taking transit, and a 48 percent lower relative likelihood of walking for a trip, all else equal. Each
effect is significant even at the 1 percent level.
Next, the model controls for the number of vehicles per person in each household, a commonly used
measure of vehicle access. Not surprisingly, vehicles per person in the household has significant, negative effects
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on the relative likelihoods of choosing non-auto-based modes; odds ratios around 0.165 for biking, transit, and
walking indicate that the likelihood of choosing each of these modes relative to the probability of driving alone
decreases by 84 percent for every additional vehicle per person in the household. Not surprisingly, car ownership
also has a negative effect on carpooling, one which is logically smaller in magnitude (odds ratio = .648). These
negative effects strongly mirror those found in the literature (Chatterjee 2010; Train 1978; Srinivasan and Bhargavi
2007; Blumenberg and Shiki 2007; Cervero 2002).
Age might also play an important role in mode choice; the under18 dummy is, however, insignificant for
every mode except walking; minors' relative odds of choosing to walk over driving alone are about 33% lower than
those of non-senior adults. The inclusion of the license dummy may in fact be at the root of this lack of
significance; in New York City, even minors who could legally drive may decide to forgo learning to drive.
Seniors, relative to non-senior adults, are no more or less likely to carpool, but their relative odds of choosing to
bike are 53 percent lower than those of non-senior adults, all else equal. Similarly, seniors are less likely to take
transit or walk, although the effects are smaller in magnitude; all three effects are highly significant, mirroring the
negative coefficients found on continuous age variables in past studies (Boarnet and Crane 2001; Cervero and
Kockelman 1997).
Finally, I control for three standard demographic factors: gender, income, and driver's license status. The
female dummy generates a highly significant odds ratio of 0.424 for biking, suggesting that, ceteris paribus,
females are 58 percent less likely than males to choose biking over driving alone. This result confirms the ample
of evidence of lower biking rates among women, which may result from safety concerns, the need to transport
children, or fashion concerns (Braker 2015). On the other hand, women are 15 percent more likely than men to
choose carpooling over driving alone, an effect which is also significant at the 5 percent level and may well reflect
the way in which driving kids facilitates carpooling with other families' children. Women are slightly less likely to
choose transit over driving than men, all else equal, at an odds ratio of 0.91, while female is insignificant for
walking. Only the carpooling result substantiates the consensus in the literature that women are more likely to
choose non-drive alone modes (Boarnet and Crane 2001; Cervero and Kockelman 1997; Cervero 2002).
The results on income are equally mixed. Travelers with a household income under $30,000 are seemingly
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no more or less likely to bike than medium-income travelers, i.e. those with an income between $30,000 and
$100,000. Travelers with a household income over $100,000, on the other hand, are 37 percent less likely to
choose biking over driving alone, all else equal; this effect is highly significant and substantiates previous findings
that lower income commuters are more likely to bike (McKenzie 2014). Interestingly, both the low and high
income groups are significantly less likely to carpool, relative to the likelihood of driving alone, than the middle
income group (odds ratio = 0.7 and 0.81, respectively). Low-income travelers' relative odds of taking transit are 30
percent higher than those of the middle income group, while high-income travelers' relative odds for transit are 10
percent lower; the effects for walking are surprisingly similar. In both cases, the low and high-income effects are
significant and mirror the strand of the literature that finds a negative relationship between income and non-car
mode use (Lleras 2003; Srinivasan and Bhargavi 2007; Cervero and Kockelman 1997; Blumenberg and Smart
2010; M. J. Smart 2015; Liu and Painter 2012).
Finally, as expected, travelers with driver's licenses have relative odds of choosing each non-single
occupancy vehicle (SOV) mode over driving alone that are anywhere from 60-80 percent below those of travelers
without licenses.
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Table 17. Alternative-specific conditional logit model, non-control function, relative to drive alone
Model 1: Alternative-specific conditional logit, no endogenous social interactions effects
Dependent variable: mode
Variable
Travel time
Neighborhood efect
Mode-flow peer efect

Odds Ratio Standard Error
0.940 ***
0.001

Drive alone (base alternative)
Bike
Peak
Origin % subway access
Dest. % subway access
Origin res-commercial ratio
Dest. Res-commercial ratio
Home tract % foreign born
Home tract % bachelors
School
Personal
Shopping
Social
Children in household
Vehicles per person
Under 18
Over 65
Spanish
Chinese
Other immig group
Female
Income < 30k
Income > 100k
License
constant

1.061
1.009 ***
1.009 ***
1.000
1.000
1.011 **
1.041 ***
1.147
0.427 ***
0.495 ***
1.313 *
0.558 ***
0.165 ***
1.535
0.477 ***
0.456 *
2.193
0.932
0.424 ***
1.125
0.634 ***
0.249 ***
0.041 ***

0.119
0.002
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.003
0.390
0.073
0.095
0.191
0.073
0.030
0.566
0.098
0.184
1.238
0.365
0.048
0.175
0.085
0.040
0.014

Carpool
Peak
Origin % subway access
Dest. % subway access
Origin res-commercial ratio
Dest. Res-commercial ratio
Home tract % foreign born
Home tract % bachelors
School
Personal
Shopping
Social
Children in household
Vehicles per person
Under 18
Over 65
Spanish
Chinese
Other immig group
Female
Income < 30k
Income > 100k
License
constant

1.005
1.002 ***
1.003 ***
1.000
1.000
0.997
0.996 *
1.124
0.943
0.790 **
1.610 ***
0.618 ***
0.648 ***
1.425
1.092
0.920
0.827
0.992
1.148 **
0.701 ***
0.805 ***
0.404 ***
0.566 ***

0.068
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.002
0.234
0.083
0.086
0.151
0.050
0.055
0.312
0.102
0.162
0.448
0.255
0.076
0.067
0.064
0.042
0.097

Variable

Odds Ratio

Standard Error

Public transit
Peak
Origin % subway access
Dest. % subway access
Origin res-commercial ratio
Dest. Res-commercial ratio
Home tract % foreign born
Home tract % bachelors
School
Personal
Shopping
Social
Children in household
Vehicles per person
Under 18
Over 65
Spanish
Chinese
Other immig group
Female
Income < 30k
Income > 100k
License
constant

1.542 ***
1.009 ***
1.009 ***
1.000 **
1.000
1.006 ***
1.010 ***
1.936 ***
0.242 ***
0.205 ***
0.464 ***
0.373 ***
0.162 ***
0.807
0.801 ***
0.854
1.615 *
0.926
0.907 **
1.302 ***
0.900 **
0.186 ***
5.135 ***

0.069
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.255
0.015
0.015
0.031
0.019
0.010
0.137
0.056
0.092
0.434
0.149
0.039
0.078
0.047
0.013
0.612

Walk
Peak
Origin % subway access
Dest. % subway access
Origin res-commercial ratio
Dest. Res-commercial ratio
Home tract % foreign born
Home tract % bachelors
School
Personal
Shopping
Social
Children in household
Vehicles per person
Under 18
Over 65
Spanish
Chinese
Other immig group
Female
Income < 30k
Income > 100k
License
constant

0.994
1.010 ***
1.009 ***
1.000
1.000
1.010 ***
1.019 ***
1.811 ***
0.372 ***
0.795 ***
1.065
0.522 ***
0.165 ***
0.673 **
0.687 ***
0.741 ***
2.987 ***
0.877
0.942
1.194 ***
0.876 **
0.223 ***
2.925 ***

0.045
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.257
0.023
0.053
0.070
0.027
0.010
0.120
0.047
0.082
0.812
0.152
0.042
0.072
0.047
0.016
0.362

Number of cases
24,134
Number of observations
120,604
χ2 significance, all variables
0
McFadden's R2
0.39
LL at convergence
-23522.631
* indicates significance at the 10% level, ** at the
5% level, and *** at the 1% level
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C. Mode-flow peer effects models
After running the simple alternative-specific conditional logit model, I next reestimate the same model with
the mode-flow peer effects variable (Model 2, Table 18), which denotes the percentage of mode users along a given
trip's borough-to-borough flow who come from the traveler's own immigrant group (Native/English-speaking,
Chinese-speaking, Spanish-speaking, Russian, French/Haitian, Italian, or Polish). This model is valid if one
assumes that endogenous social interactions effects operate primarily via other mode users and not via a traveler's
neighbors. As the term endogenous social interactions effects indicates, however, the mode-flow variable is
potentially correlated with the error term. Indeed, any relevant variables omitted from the model – parking costs,
level of comfort on each mode, or travel time variations by time of day – which are correlated with individual
mode choices will necessarily also be correlated with the aggregate mode choices represented by the mode-flow
peer effects. Since omitted variables are subsumed into u i, the mode-flow peer effects are likely endogenous.

1. Logic: control function and instruments
In order to correct for this endogeneity, I then employ the two-stage control function approach (Model 3,
Table 18) pioneered by Heckman (1976), among others. The control function approach is in a sense a
generalization of two-stage least squares – in the first stage, OLS regressions of each endogenous explanatory
variable on a set of instruments and all exogenous explanatory variables are estimated. The residuals from each
first stage regression – one set for each endogenous explanatory variable – are then added to the structural
alternative-specific conditional logit model as an explanatory variable. This expanded alternative-specific
conditional logit model forms the second stage; adding the first stage residuals purges the endogenous variables of
their correlation with the error term and allows consistent estimation of their effects (Wooldridge and Imbens 2007;
Petrin and Train 2010; Grange et al. 2015).
The conditions of instrumental relevance – that the instruments must be sufficiently correlated with the
endogenous variables – and exogeneity – that the instruments are uncorrelated with the error term – are analogous
to those required for the usual linear instrumental variables model. I make use of four instruments to estimate the
first stage equation.
Orboro_pc_mode and dboro_pc_mode are the share of commute trips in the origin and destination
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boroughs made by the mode chosen for the trip, drawn from the American Community Survey estimates (“20072011 American Community Survey: Table B08301,” County, 2016). These aggregate instruments proxy for the
overall convenience and attractiveness of each mode in a borough, accounting for access, travel time
competitiveness, demographics, and other borough-level factors that influence the popularity of each mode and
thus should be correlated with the shares of each ethnic group on a given mode between the origin and destination
boroughs. At the same time, it seems logical to suppose that these aggregate factors influence individual mode
choice only through their effect on the social interactions variable, so the instruments should be exogenous. If,
however, the aggregate mode shares are also correlated with omitted factors at the borough level – for example, if
public transit use feels significantly less safe in one borough than another or if parking costs are much higher in
one borough – the assumption of instrumental exogeneity would be violated.
My next instruments are the aggregate shares of residents belonging to the traveler's immigrant group in the
origin and destination boroughs, defined by place of birth but grouped by languages, orboro_pc_owngroup and
dboro_pc_owngroup. Both are derived from the American Community Survey (“2007-2011 American Community
Survey: Table B05006,” County, 2016). As in the case of the mode-flow peer effects, the seven groups are
Chinese, Spanish-speaking, French/Haitian, Italian, Polish, Russian, and native-born/English-speaking immigrant.
As the aggregate share of each group in the origin and destination boroughs should be naturally be correlated with
the share of the group on a given mode and flow, these instruments are likely relevant. I also assume that the
borough-wide shares of each immigrant group do not directly influence individual mode-choice decisions; this
assumption of exogeneity would of course be violated if the aggregate group shares are correlated with omitted
factors such as parking costs or travel time variations by time of day.
Finally, I instrument for the endogenous social interactions effects using the percentage of households in a
traveler's home PUMA without a vehicle, pc_HH_noveh, also drawn from the ACS (“2007-2011 American
Community Survey: Table DP04,” PUMA, 2016). This variable is more relevant for the neighborhood effects.
Nevertheless, the share of carless households in an individual's home PUMA may have some admittedly small
effect on the share of the traveler's own group on their chosen mode and flow – neighborhoods with more carless
households may induce clustering of certain groups on non-auto modes. In order for this instrument to be
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exogenous, we must assume that the mode-flow peer effects fully account for any social interactions among
neighbors.
The first stage OLS regression yields an R2 of 0.7274; I then estimate the following 2 nd stage model (see
Model 3, Table 18), where travel_time, mode_flow_peer_eff, and the first stage residuals vτj are alternative specific
and the other controls are case-specific:
P(Modeτ = j) = G(β0,j + β1 travel_timeτj + β2 mode_flow_peer_eff τj + β3,j peakτ + β4 ,j or_pct_subw_walkτ + β5,j
dest_pct_subw_walkτ + β6,j or_restocomratτ + β7,j dest_restocomratτ + β8,j home_pct_foreignbornτ + β9,j
home_pct_bachelorsτ + β10,j schoolτ + β11,j personalτ + β12,j shoppingτ + β13,j socialτ + β14,j w_childrenτ + β15,j
vehicles_perpersτ + β16,j under18τ + β17,j over65τ + β18,j Spanishτ + β19,j Chineseτ + β20,j other_immigrantτ + β21,j
femaleτ + β22,j income_under30kτ + β23,j income_over100kτ + β24,j licenseτ + β25 vτj + uτ)

(see Table 18)

2. Endogenous mode-flow peer effects
Both the basic alternative-specific conditional logit model and the control function model using the above
instruments find evidence of strong endogenous social interactions effects. The odds ratio for the mode-flow peer
effects actually increases from 1.11 in the basic model to 1.32 in the control function model, and both effects are
significant even at the 1 percent level. Including the first stage residuals essentially performs a Hausman test for
endogeneity; their significance confirms the endogeneity of the mode-flow peer effects. The latter coefficient
indicates that a 1 percent increase in the share of a traveler's group on a mode along the corresponding trip flow
increases the relative likelihood of choosing that mode over driving alone by over 30 percent. Increasing the
mode-flow group share by 10 percent, then, would increase the relative likelihood of choosing a mode by a factor
of 15. This means that an increase in the share of subway riders between the Bronx and Manhattan who come from
Spanish-speaking countries from, say, 30 to 40 percent would increase the relative odds of a Spanish-speaking
immigrant choosing to take the subway over driving by this same factor of 15. Thus, the demographics of fellow
mode users seem to have an almost bewilderingly large effect on individuals' choices, confirming my hypothesis.
However, the estimated impact of the mode-flow peer effects is admittedly implausibly large. Perhaps, then, the
instruments are endogenous due to the omission of neighborhood effects or other control variables. Nevertheless,
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these regressions, unlike most studies of immigrant travel behavior, control for relatively precise measures of travel
time as well as tract-level built environment, so if the instruments are valid, the social interactions effect should not
be be susceptible to bias by the usual omitted variables.
Analysis of the control function model predicted probabilities of choosing each mode at various levels of
mode-flow peer effects and at the averages of all other independent variables confirms the significant impact of
endogenous social interactions effects. Interestingly, the threshold above which the share of own group users on a
traveler's mode and flow begins to influence mode choice probabilities is lower for transit and walking than for the
other modes; in both cases, the predicted probabilities increase sharply above a certain threshold, around 60
percent for walking and transit and 70 percent for biking, driving alone, and carpooling. The fact that transit riders
and pedestrians can observe the demographics of fellow mode users much more easily than cyclists, carpoolers,
and drivers may account for this difference.
Figure 16.

Source: Model 3 predicted values

Predicting probabilities by immigrant group demonstrates that the mode-flow peer effects for Spanish
immigrants for driving alone tend to kick in earlier than for other immigrant groups; each mode and group displays
the same steep increase in probabilities above a certain threshold. Over all ranges of peer effects, Spanish-speaking
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and “other” immigrants are more likely to drive alone.
Figure 17.

Source: Model 3 predicted values

The biking peer effects kick in soonest for the native/English, while the Spanish effect comes latest.
Figure 18.

Source: Model 3 predicted values

The Chinese ostensibly require a higher proportion of own-group carpoolers before the mode-flow peer
effect begins to influence carpooling choice, and for all groups, the increase in probability begins at a higher own77

group percentage threshold, closer to 70 percent. The Chinese are less likely to carpool at all peer effects levels, an
observation which is substantiated by the model coefficients.
Figure 19.

Source: Model 3 predicted values

The probabilities for transit closely resemble those for biking, rising steeply beginning at an own-group share of 60
percent.
Figure 20.

Source: Model 3 predicted values
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Finally, mode-flow peer effects seem to influence Chinese immigrants’ probability of walking at relatively low
thresholds and the Spanish the latest. At every level of peer effects, the Chinese are most likely and the Spanishspeaking least likely to walk; the Chinese dummy is not significant for walking, however.
Figure 21.

Source: Model 3 predicted values

3. Immigrant dummy variables
The results on the immigrant group dummy variables are as perplexing as in the model without endogenous
social interactions effects. Both models suggest that Spanish-speaking immigrants are much less likely to bike
than the native/English group, all else equal; the odds ratio of 0.016 in the control function model, which is highly
significant, indicates that Spanish-speaking immigrants are 84 percent less likely to choose biking over driving
alone than the native/English. As before, Chinese immigrants are no more or less likely to bike; based on the
marginally significant odds ratio in the control function model, the other immigrant groups are 56 percent less
likely to bike than the native/English. These results do not exactly match the findings of previous studies; most
find that all immigrant groups, but East Asians in particular, are more likely to bike (M. Smart 2010; Kim 2009).
On the other hand, the lack of a positive immigrant effect supports Chatman (2014)'s finding that only recent
Latino immigrants have significantly lower probabilities of driving alone.
In contrast to the basic Model 1, both mode-flow models find that all three immigrant groups are less likely
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to choose carpooling over driving alone. In the control function model (3), Spanish speakers' relative odds of
choosing carpooling over driving are 65 percent lower than those of the native/English, Chinese immigrants'
relative odds are 70 percent lower, and the other immigrant groups' are 42 percent lower. The Spanish effect is
highly significant, the Chinese effect is only significant at the 10 percent level, and the “other” effect is significant
at the 5 percent level. These “negative” immigrant effects on carpooling are surprising given the common
assertion that immigrant enclaves and networks facilitate carpooling, an assumption which is backed up by one
strand of the literature (Blumenberg and Smart 2010; Liu and Painter 2012). On the other hand, Kim (2009) finds
that immigrants on the whole are less likely to carpool when they themselves own a vehicle – perhaps immigrants
have a preference against carpooling due to its perceived association with poverty. Blumenberg and Smart (2014)
see a similarly nuanced result: non-English-speakers in neighborhoods with high shares of foreign born residents
are more likely to carpool, while those in neighborhoods with fewer immigrants are less likely to do so.
The immigrant effects on transit use are once again opposite those of the simple model, suggesting that
omitting social interactions did indeed introduce bias. The results for both mode-flow models are very similar; in
the control function model, Chinese immigrants' relative odds once again do not significantly differ from the
reference group, while the Spanish-speaking immigrant group has a perplexingly low but highly significant odds
ratio of 0.17. The other immigrant group's odds ratio of 0.44 is also highly significant – the fact that these two
immigrant groups' relative odds of choosing transit are 83 and 56 percent lower than those of the native/English
group, respectively, goes against the conventional wisdom surrounding immigrant effects (Blumenberg and Smart
2010; Kim 2009; Blumenberg and Shiki 2007; Tal and Handy 2010).
Finally, both mode-flow models find similar immigrant effects on walking probabilities. In the control
function model, Spanish-speaking immigrants are 83 percent less likely and other immigrants 52 percent less likely
to to choose walking over driving alone than the native/English – both differences are highly significant. Once
again, Chinese immigrants' mode choice habits do not differ significantly.
The fact that immigrant effects are always either negative or insignificant certainly flies in the face of
common intuition. If the immigrant effect indeed declines with time in the US (Blumenberg and Smart 2010; M. J.
Smart 2015) and newer arrivals are more likely to speak their native language at home, one would expect the
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subset of immigrants identified by my language variable to display even greater propensities to use non-SOV
modes. On the other hand, New York City is perhaps the only city where non-auto modes can reasonably compete
with driving for most trips; the immigrant effect found in other analyses may result from the relative inconvenience
of non-car modes. Nevertheless, the three immigrant dummies are jointly highly significant in a likelihood ratio
test (p-value = 0.000). The fact that the model controls for the vast majority of relevant factors, including travel
time, suggests that this residual immigrant effect may actually be the result of deterministic individual preferences.
Perhaps immigrants are more aware of outward signs of social status and thus view driving as a kind of status
symbol, akin to Goetzke and Weinberger (2012)'s results on car ownership.

4. Exogenous social interactions effects and remaining control variables
The results on most other control variables, including the exogenous social interactions effects, change very
little from Model 1 to Models 2 and 3, a fact which suggests that the model is stable and adequately specified.
However, the effects of subway access in the origin and destination tracts do evolve slightly. The origin and
destination subway access odds ratios for biking fall to 1.005 in Model 2 and 1.004 in the control function model
(3) but remain significant at the 5 percent level. Origin subway access is no longer significant for carpooling; the
effects of subway access on transit and walking probabilities decrease by a similar amount and are still significant
in both Models 2 and 3. In any case, the subway access and mixed-use development variables are jointly
significant using a likelihood ratio test (p-value = 0.000).
The influence of various trip purposes also shift slightly. In both mode-flow models, the relative odds of
biking for social trips now exceed those for work trips by over 60 percent rather than only 30 percent. In the
control function model, the relative likelihood of shopping trips occurring by walking is no longer different from
that for work trips.
Lastly, in the control function model, minors' relative likelihood of biking over driving alone is 88 percent
greater than that of non-senior adults, an effect which becomes highly significant. In this third model, minors also
become significantly more likely to carpool but are no longer significantly less likely to walk.
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5. Independence of irrelevant alternatives and specification of alternatives
Estimating the alternative-specific conditional logit model assumes the independence of irrelevant
alternatives (IIA), namely, that eliminating one option from the dependent variable would not change the relative
likelihoods of the other options. In mode choice models where each of the five major modes – driving alone,
carpooling, walking, biking, and transit - is represented by one alternative in the model, this assumption generally
holds since none of the five modes are direct substitutes for one another. Were the transit option no longer
available, for example, it does not seem unreasonable to assume that new choices of the former transit users would
mirror the overall mode shares. The existing tests of the IIA assumption often yield unreliable results and are thus
not useful (Long and Freese 2001), so I am unable to test the assumption directly. However, I do test whether the
carpool and drive alone alternatives could be combined, where H 0: all carpool coefficients = 0; this null hypothesis
is strongly rejected in the mode-flow control function model (3) as well as in the neighborhood (5) and combined
(6) control function models (p-value = 0.000 in each case). Therefore, including carpool and drive alone as distinct
choices seems to be the correct course of action. This does not indicate, however, that the IIA assumption is
satisfied.
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Table 18. Mode-flow peer effects, relative to drive alone
Model 2: Alternative-specific
conditional logit, mode-flow
peer effects

Model 3: Mode-flow peer
effects, ASC logit control
function

Odds Ratio
Standard Error
0.939 ***
0.001
1.107 ***
0.004

Odds Ratio
Standard Error
0.942 ***
0.002
1.318 ***
0.039

Dependent variable: mode
Variable
Travel time
Mode-flow peer effect
1st stage residuals, neighborhood
1st stage residuals, mode-flow

0.837 ***

Drive alone (base alternative)

0.026

15.8510073

Bike
Peak
Origin % subway access
Dest. % subway access
Origin res-commercial ratio
Dest. Res-commercial ratio
Home tract % foreign born
Home tract % bachelors
School
Personal
Shopping
Social
Children in household
Vehicles per person
Under 18
Over 65
Spanish
Chinese
Other immig group
Female
Income < 30k
Income > 100k
License
constant

1.056
1.005 **
1.005 **
1.000
1.000
1.024 ***
1.040 ***
1.287
0.524 ***
0.651 **
1.600 ***
0.617 ***
0.174 ***
1.805
0.530 ***
0.014 ***
0.672
0.424 **
0.430 ***
1.201
0.608 ***
0.221 ***
0.098 ***

0.121
0.002
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.003
0.442
0.091
0.127
0.237
0.082
0.032
0.671
0.110
0.006
0.382
0.167
0.049
0.191
0.082
0.036
0.034

1.058
1.004 **
1.004 **
1.000
1.000
1.022 ***
1.038 ***
1.296
0.530 ***
0.656 **
1.608 ***
0.623 ***
0.177 ***
1.884 **
0.526 ***
0.016 ***
0.696
0.438 *
0.430 ***
1.195
0.610 ***
0.224 ***
0.137 ***

0.112
0.002
0.002
0.000
0.001
0.003
0.004
0.504
0.095
0.137
0.214
0.078
0.041
0.600
0.113
0.011
0.458
0.207
0.078
0.188
0.085
0.043
0.059

Carpool
Peak
Origin % subway access
Dest. % subway access
Origin res-commercial ratio
Dest. Res-commercial ratio
Home tract % foreign born
Home tract % bachelors
School
Personal
Shopping
Social
Children in household
Vehicles per person
Under 18
Over 65
Spanish
Chinese
Other immig group
Female
Income < 30k
Income > 100k
License
constant

1.013
1.002 **
1.002 ***
1.000
1.000
1.003
0.998
1.152
0.930
0.769 **
1.598 ***
0.610 ***
0.642 ***
1.318
1.082
0.347 ***
0.278 **
0.553 **
1.147 **
0.702 ***
0.797 ***
0.398 ***
0.832

0.068
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.002
0.242
0.081
0.083
0.150
0.050
0.054
0.289
0.102
0.062
0.151
0.143
0.076
0.067
0.063
0.041
0.143

1.014
1.001
1.002 ***
1.000
1.000
1.001
0.996 *
1.149
0.943
0.780 **
1.614 ***
0.617 ***
0.654 ***
1.388 **
1.073
0.351 ***
0.290 *
0.576 **
1.145 **
0.699 ***
0.801 **
0.402 ***
1.102

0.057
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.002
0.255
0.057
0.092
0.125
0.060
0.047
0.223
0.099
0.055
0.186
0.149
0.078
0.067
0.073
0.045
0.210
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Table 18. Mode-flow peer effects, relative to drive alone (continued)
(continued from previous page)

Variable
Public transit
Peak
Origin % subway access
Dest. % subway access
Origin res-commercial ratio
Dest. Res-commercial ratio
Home tract % foreign born
Home tract % bachelors
School
Personal
Shopping
Social
Children in household
Vehicles per person
Under 18
Over 65
Spanish
Chinese
Other immig group
Female
Income < 30k
Income > 100k
License
constant
Walk
Peak
Origin % subway access
Dest. % subway access
Origin res-commercial ratio
Dest. Res-commercial ratio
Home tract % foreign born
Home tract % bachelors
School
Personal
Shopping
Social
Children in household
Vehicles per person
Under 18
Over 65
Spanish
Chinese
Other immig group
Female
Income < 30k
Income > 100k
License
constant

Model 2: Alternative-specific
conditional logit, mode-flow
peer effects

Odds Ratio

Standard Error

Model 3: Mode-flow peer
effects, ASC logit control
function

Odds Ratio

Standard Error

1.537 ***
1.006 ***
1.006 ***
1.000
1.000
1.008 ***
1.004 ***
2.015 ***
0.269 ***
0.228 ***
0.502 ***
0.405 ***
0.176 ***
0.903
0.810 ***
0.163 ***
0.658
0.430 ***
0.913 **
1.323 ***
0.841 ***
0.179 ***
18.679 ***

0.069
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.266
0.016
0.017
0.034
0.021
0.011
0.153
0.057
0.020
0.176
0.069
0.040
0.080
0.045
0.013
2.402

1.537 ***
1.005 ***
1.005 ***
1.000
1.000
1.007 ***
1.003 ***
2.020 ***
0.273 ***
0.231 ***
0.507 ***
0.409 ***
0.180 ***
0.962
0.805 ***
0.166 ***
0.686
0.444 ***
0.914 *
1.319 ***
0.847 ***
0.181 ***
16.529 ***

0.070
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.305
0.015
0.022
0.042
0.024
0.014
0.165
0.058
0.020
0.211
0.076
0.048
0.066
0.039
0.013
1.643

1.003
1.008 ***
1.007 ***
1.000
1.000
1.009 ***
1.013 ***
1.849 ***
0.403 ***
0.856 **
1.116 *
0.548 ***
0.172 ***
0.729 *
0.702 ***
0.166 ***
1.109
0.457 ***
0.953
1.219 ***
0.839 ***
0.216 ***
10.185 ***

0.045
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.001
0.262
0.025
0.057
0.074
0.028
0.011
0.130
0.049
0.020
0.303
0.079
0.043
0.073
0.046
0.015
1.339

1.005
1.007 ***
1.006 ***
1.000
1.000
1.008 ***
1.011 ***
1.867 ***
0.413 ***
0.878
1.138
0.562 ***
0.178 ***
0.775
0.697 ***
0.166 ***
1.135
0.480 ***
0.951
1.216 ***
0.837 ***
0.217 ***
13.053

0.039
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.001
0.330
0.029
0.079
0.093
0.038
0.015
0.158
0.042
0.021
0.347
0.081
0.045
0.081
0.038
0.014
1.334

Number of cases
24,134
Number of observations
120,604
χ2 significance, all variables
0
McFadden's R2
0.4
LL at convergence
-23076.222
* indicates significance at the 10% level, ** at the
5% level, and *** at the 1% level

24,134
120,604
…
0.40474418
-23058.198
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D. Neighborhood effects models
Alternatively, I assume that social interactions effects function primarily via a traveler's immediate
neighbors. I model neighborhood effects as the percentage of same-immigrant-status residents of a traveler’s home
PUMA commuting using the chosen mode. I estimate the simple alternative-specific conditional logit model
(Model 4, Table 19) as well as the control function model (Model 5, Table 19) with these neighborhood effects
instead of the mode-flow peer effects. Travel_time, neighborhood_eff, and the first stage residuals rτj are
alternative specific, and the other controls are case-specific in the following second stage control function model:
P(Modeτ = j) = G(β0,j + β1 travel_timeτj + β2 neighborhood_eff τj + β3,j peakτ + β4 ,j or_pct_subw_walkτ + β5,j
dest_pct_subw_walkτ + β6,j or_restocomratτ + β7,j dest_restocomratτ + β8,j home_pct_foreignbornτ + β9,j
home_pct_bachelorsτ + β10,j schoolτ + β11,j personalτ + β12,j shoppingτ + β13,j socialτ + β14,j w_childrenτ + β15,j
vehicles_perpersτ + β16,j under18τ + β17,j over65τ + β18,j Spanishτ + β19,j Chineseτ + β20,j other_immigrantτ + β21,j
femaleτ + β22,j income_under30kτ + β23,j income_over100kτ + β24,j licenseτ + β25 rτj + uτ)

(see Table 19)

The neighborhood effects measure the percentage of same-immigrant-status (i.e. immigrant or non-immigrant)
residents of a traveler's home PUMA who commute using the chosen mode. Since this social interactions term,
like the mode-flow peer effects, captures aggregate mode choice behavior, it is also likely endogenous.

1. Logic: instruments
After estimating the simple ASC logit model (Model 4, Table 19), I use the same instruments as in the
above mode-flow model (3) in a control function estimator (Model 5, Table 19). Logically, the aggregate mode
share in origin and destination boroughs may capture borough-wide factors such as safety which would also
influence mode shares in individual PUMAs – either the origin or destination borough is likely (but not certain) to
contain the traveler's home PUMA. In the same way, the share of the traveler's immigrant group in the origin and
destination boroughs should be correlated with mode choices and thus with PUMA-wide mode shares, as clustering
of immigrants tends to encourage non-auto mode use (M. J. Smart 2015). Finally, the home PUMA share of carless
households should naturally be correlated with PUMA residents' mode choices. Thus, I assume that all three
instruments are relevant; the first stage R 2 is relatively high, at 0.9207. Assuming exogeneity is a logical next step;
borough-wide immigrant group shares, mode shares, and PUMA-wide car ownership seem unlikely to influence
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individual mode choices directly, except through their effect on the neighborhood effect. In any case, the
significance of the first stage residuals even at the 1 percent level confirms the endogeneity of the neighborhood
effects.

2. Endogenous neighborhood effects
The neighborhood effects have an ostensibly much smaller impact on mode choice than do the mode-flow
peer effects. The odds ratios are highly significant in both models; in the basic (non-control function) model, the
coefficient implies that a 10 percent increase in the share of same-immigrant-status neighbors commuting via the
chosen mode increases the relative probability of choosing that mode over driving alone by 3 percent. The control
function model, on the other hand, suggests a relative probability increase of 13 percent, controlling for other
factors. Both odds ratios are much more intuitively reasonable in magnitude than the estimated mode-flow effects
and suggest that conformity mechanisms, social norms, and social learning among immigrant or non-immigrant
neighbors play a role in influencing individuals' mode choices.
The predicted probabilities for each mode at various levels of neighborhood effects and the means of all
other independent variables, based on the control function model (5), further substantiate the more moderate
impact of neighborhood effects. The predicted probabilities, in contrast to the mode-flow case, rise linearly with
the share of immigrant/non-immigrant neighbors choosing the mode. Neighborhood effects seem to have a smaller
impact on biking and carpooling since the curves are steeper for these two modes.
When predicting probabilities by immigrant group, neighborhood effects for driving alone are smaller in
magnitude for the Chinese than for the other three groups; the Chinese also have a lower predicted probability of
driving alone at every level of neighborhood effect. The magnitude of neighborhood effects on biking probability
varies little by group, although the Chinese are always less likely to bike, a result not found in the ceteris paribus
immigrant coefficients. Across all groups, the impacts of these neighborhood effects on carpooling are much
weaker than those on other modes.16 Once again, carpooling neighborhood effects have a smaller impact on the
Chinese. Neighborhood effects on transit probabilities do not vary appreciably by immigrant group. Finally, while
the magnitude of the walking neighborhood effect does not vary greatly by group, the Chinese are much more
16 Note that the Y axis range is much smaller for carpooling.
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likely to walk than other groups.

3. Immigrant dummy variables
The coefficients on the immigrant group dummy variables also undergo substantial changes, as compared to
the mode-flow peer effects models, and the dummies are still jointly highly significant in a likelihood ratio test (pvalue = 0.0001). Chinese immigrants are still no more or less likely to bike than the native/English group; the
coefficient for “other” immigrants is now insignificant in both neighborhood effects models (4 and 5). Spanishspeaking immigrants are still significantly less likely to bike, although the effect is not as extreme – they are 55
percent less likely to choose biking over driving alone than the native/English, holding other factors constant.
Unlike in the mode-flow models, all immigrant group dummies are insignificant for carpooling in both models 4
and 5, contradicting most established wisdom (Blumenberg and Smart 2010; Liu and Painter 2012).
When applying the control function, only the Chinese have a significant transit odds ratio; ceteris paribus,
Chinese immigrants' odds of taking transit relative to driving alone are 68 percent higher than those of the nativeborn/English-speaking immigrant group – this result falls in line with past results on East Asians' relative
preference for transit (Blumenberg and Shiki 2007) but is exactly the opposite of the mode-flow models’ result. As
for walking, the “other” dummy is now insignificant; Spanish-speakers are still significantly less likely to walk, but
the effect is smaller in magnitude. Chinese immigrants are three times as likely to choose walking relative to
driving alone in both neighborhood effects models, an effect which is also highly significant. These immigrant
dummy results seem more reasonable than those in the mode-flow model; negative immigrant effects only come
into play for Spanish speakers and even then only with respect to biking and walking. These results could
reasonably suggest that immigrants' travel patterns do not differ greatly from those of the native born when all else
is truly equal, at least in New York City.

4. Exogenous social interactions effects and remaining control variables
The results on the other control variables remain remarkably stable from the mode-flow to the
neighborhood effects models. The subway access and residential-commercial ratio variables are still jointly
significant (p-value = 0.000). The effect of home tract percentage foreign born, however, remains only marginally
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significant for biking in the neighborhood effects control function – a 1 percent increase in percentage foreign born
increases the relative odds of biking by only 1 percent. Home tract percentage with bachelor's becomes highly
significant for carpooling in this same model, but the odds ratio is still only slightly greater than 1. Furthermore,
the biking odds ratio for social trip purpose decreases in magnitude but remains over 1 and significant in both
neighborhood effects models. Shopping trips are no longer significantly less likely than work trips to be taken by
carpool in the control function model, while minors are no longer significantly more likely to bike.

E. Combined endogenous social interactions effects model
Testing for mode-flow and neighborhood effects separately naturally begs the question of whether in fact
both might work in concert; to test this hypothesis, I estimate a sixth ASC logit control function model (Model 6,
Table 19) with both mode-flow and neighborhood effects, using the same five instruments for each social
interactions effect and including both sets of first stage residuals:
P(Modeτ = j) = G(β0,j + β1 travel_timeτj + β2 mode_flow_peer_effτj + β3 neighborhood_effτj + β4,j peakτ + β5,j
or_pct_subw_walkτ + β6,j dest_pct_subw_walkτ + β7,j or_restocomratτ + β8,j dest_restocomratτ + β9,j
home_pct_foreignbornτ + β10,j home_pct_bachelorsτ + β11,j schoolτ + β12,j personalτ + β13,j shoppingτ + β14,j socialτ +
β15,j w_childrenτ + β16,j vehicles_perpersτ + β17,j under18τ + β18,j over65τ + β19,j Spanishτ + β20,j Chineseτ + β21,j
other_immigrantτ + β22,j femaleτ + β23,j income_under30kτ + β24,j income_over100kτ + β25,j licenseτ + β26 vτj + β27 rτj +
uτ).

(Table 19)

1. Results
Neither set of residuals is significant at any conventional level, oddly enough suggesting that the
endogenous social interactions effects are no longer endogenous. Indeed, the many omitted factors that could
potentially have biased Models 1-5, such as parking costs and travel time variations by time of day, should
theoretically still cause endogeneity even though both social interactions effects are included.
Even more surprisingly, both endogenous social interactions effects variables are now highly insignificant;
nevertheless, in a likelihood ratio test of both effects and their residuals, they are jointly highly significant (p-value
= 0.000). The immigrant dummy odds ratios match the magnitude and significance of those in the mode-flow
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control function model almost exactly, and as a group, the immigrant dummies are still highly significant in a
likelihood ratio test (p-value = 0.000). The results on the remaining controls, including the exogenous social
interactions effects, closely mirror those in the mode-flow and neighborhood effects models (2-5) with only a few
very minor changes in significance; the four built environment variables are still jointly significant (p-value =
0.000).

2. Discussion
The major question remains why each of the two alternative endogenous social interactions effects
suddenly becomes highly individually insignificant in the combined model (6) even though each social interactions
effect is individually highly significant when included on its own in models 3 and 5. The fact that they are jointly
significant, using a joint likelihood ratio test of both social interactions effects’ coefficients and the respective
residuals, in the combined model (6) might point to multicollinearity, as does the fact that the sum of the raw
coefficients in Model 6, at 0.17, is roughly equal to the average of the raw coefficients of the two social effects in
the control function models where they are included individually (3 and 5), which is 0.14. Furthermore, the
standard error on mode flow peer effects increases from 0.039 in the individual model 3 to 2.6 in the combined
model 6, while the neighborhood effects standard error increases from 0.001 to 0.09 from the individual model 5 to
the combined model 6. These findings all suggest that multicollinearity between the two social effects might be at
work; the low raw correlation between the two social effects variables (ρ = .0531) may be misleading in that the
two variables do not exhibit sufficient independent variation to simultaneously identify their independent effects.
On the other hand, the correlation between the residuals of OLS regressions of each social interactions
effects variable on all exogenous explanatory variables (not including instruments) is quite low, at 0.1, which
would contradict the existence of multicollinearity. Naturally, an alternative explanation would hold that
endogenous social interactions effects simply do not have a significant effect on mode choice when the model is
correctly specified – in other words, when both types of endogenous social interactions effects, mode-flow and
neighborhood, are included. Alternatively, the instruments may be endogenous and thus produced biased results,
as described in reference to the previous models.
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F. Extensions
Interestingly, 19 percent of trips in the sample with data for all variables (19,541 out of 24,134) are shorter
than 400 meters (¼ mile) by my GIS pedestrian network calculations. Such short trips should not really involve a
mode “choice,” since walking or perhaps cycling would seem to be the only logical way of traveling such a short
distance for most travelers. Oddly enough, 19 percent of these trips were made by modes other than walking or
cycling. I thus reestimate all three control function models without the 19,541 short trips. The results on the
endogenous social interactions effects do not change appreciably; among the controls, the only major change is that
travel time becomes insignificant in the joint social effects model. The results are available from the author upon
request and further substantiate the conclusions drawn from Models 1-6.
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Table 19. Neighborhood effects, relative to drive alone
Model 4: Alternative-specific
conditional logit, neighborhood
effects

Model 5: Neighborhood
effects, ASC logit control
function

Odds Ratio
Standard Error
0.940 ***
0.001
1.003 ***
0.001

Odds Ratio
Standard Error
0.941 ***
0.000
1.013 ***
0.001

Model 6: Mode-flow peer and
neighborhood effects, ASC logit
control function

Dependent variable: mode
Variable
Travel time
Neighborhood effect
Mode-flow peer effect
1st stage residuals, neighborhood
1st stage residuals, mode-flow

0.988 ***

0.002

Odds Ratio
0.941 **
1.005
1.185
0.931
0.996

Standard Error
0.029
0.092
2.569
2.017
0.091

Drive alone (base alternative)
Bike
Peak
Origin % subway access
Dest. % subway access
Origin res-commercial ratio
Dest. Res-commercial ratio
Home tract % foreign born
Home tract % bachelors
School
Personal
Shopping
Social
Children in household
Vehicles per person
Under 18
Over 65
Spanish
Chinese
Other immig group
Female
Income < 30k
Income > 100k
License
_cons

1.062
1.008 ***
1.008 ***
1.000
1.000
1.011 **
1.040 ***
1.147
0.427 ***
0.493 ***
1.309 *
0.559 ***
0.169 ***
1.561
0.477 ***
0.443 **
2.161
0.928
0.425 ***
1.115
0.637 ***
0.250 ***
0.049 ***

0.119
0.002
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.003
0.390
0.073
0.095
0.190
0.073
0.030
0.576
0.099
0.178
1.219
0.363
0.048
0.174
0.085
0.040
0.017

1.064
1.008 ***
1.008 ***
1.000
1.000
1.010 *
1.038 ***
1.158
0.440 ***
0.505 ***
1.338 **
0.572 ***
0.172 ***
1.708
0.473 ***
0.452 **
2.251
0.969
0.424 ***
1.121
0.637 ***
0.252 ***
0.072 ***

0.108
0.001
0.002
0.000
0.001
0.005
0.002
0.247
0.088
0.053
0.181
0.071
0.025
0.581
0.105
0.173
1.125
0.422
0.071
0.167
0.049
0.024
0.015

1.058
1.004 **
1.004 *
1.000
1.000
1.022 ***
1.038 ***
1.296
0.530 ***
0.655 **
1.607 ***
0.623 **
0.178 ***
1.884 **
0.526 **
0.016 ***
0.695
0.438 **
0.430 ***
1.195
0.610 ***
0.224 ***
0.137 ***

0.136
0.002
0.002
0.000
0.001
0.003
0.004
0.505
0.087
0.123
0.182
0.120
0.045
0.557
0.168
0.008
0.322
0.171
0.066
0.171
0.065
0.036
0.063

Carpool
Peak
Origin % subway access
Dest. % subway access
Origin res-commercial ratio
Dest. Res-commercial ratio
Home tract % foreign born
Home tract % bachelors
School
Personal
Shopping
Social
Children in household
Vehicles per person
Under 18
Over 65
Spanish
Chinese
Other immig group
Female
Income < 30k
Income > 100k
License
_cons

1.008
1.002 **
1.002 ***
1.000
1.000
0.997
0.996 **
1.127
0.943
0.788 **
1.607 ***
0.619 ***
0.659 ***
1.443 *
1.090
0.894
0.812
0.988
1.149 **
0.696 ***
0.807 ***
0.406 ***
0.650 **

0.068
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.002
0.235
0.083
0.086
0.151
0.050
0.055
0.316
0.102
0.158
0.440
0.254
0.076
0.066
0.064
0.042
0.113

1.008
1.001 *
1.002
1.000
1.000
0.995 *
0.995 ***
1.123
0.965
0.804
1.638 ***
0.629 ***
0.668 ***
1.565 *
1.079
0.911
0.851
1.044
1.146 **
0.695 ***
0.810 ***
0.410 ***
0.914

0.076
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.001
0.349
0.067
0.109
0.136
0.024
0.052
0.377
0.105
0.202
0.474
0.263
0.071
0.064
0.039
0.036
0.112

1.014
1.001 **
1.002 ***
1.000
1.000
1.001
0.996 **
1.149
0.943
0.779 ***
1.613 ***
0.617 ***
0.655 ***
1.388
1.073
0.350 ***
0.289 ***
0.576 *
1.146 **
0.698 ***
0.801 ***
0.402 ***
1.108

0.091
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.003
0.002
0.232
0.076
0.073
0.150
0.043
0.088
0.325
0.105
0.102
0.114
0.192
0.071
0.066
0.039
0.041
0.254
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Table 19. Neighborhood effects, relative to drive alone (continued)

(continued from previous page)

Variable
Public transit
Peak
Origin % subway access
Dest. % subway access
Origin res-commercial ratio
Dest. Res-commercial ratio
Home tract % foreign born
Home tract % bachelors
School
Personal
Shopping
Social
Children in household
Vehicles per person
Under 18
Over 65
Spanish
Chinese
Other immig group
Female
Income < 30k
Income > 100k
License
_cons
Walk
Peak
Origin % subway access
Dest. % subway access
Origin res-commercial ratio
Dest. Res-commercial ratio
Home tract % foreign born
Home tract % bachelors
School
Personal
Shopping
Social
Children in household
Vehicles per person
Under 18
Over 65
Spanish
Chinese
Other immig group
Female
Income < 30k
Income > 100k
License
_cons

Model 4: Alternative-specific
conditional logit, neighborhood
effects

Odds Ratio

Standard Error

Model 5: Neighborhood
effects, ASC logit control
function

Odds Ratio

Standard Error

Model 6: Mode-flow peer and
neighborhood effects, ASC logit
control function

Odds Ratio

Standard Error

1.542 ***
1.009 ***
1.008 ***
1.000 *
1.000
1.005 ***
1.009 ***
1.937 ***
0.242 ***
0.205 ***
0.462 ***
0.375 ***
0.169 ***
0.822
0.804 ***
0.822 *
1.621 *
0.917
0.909 **
1.286 ***
0.902 *
0.187 ***
5.244 ***

0.069
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.255
0.015
0.015
0.031
0.019
0.011
0.140
0.056
0.089
0.435
0.148
0.040
0.077
0.047
0.013
0.626

1.544 ***
1.008 ***
1.007 ***
1.000
1.000
1.004 **
1.007 ***
1.943 ***
0.250 ***
0.209 ***
0.472 ***
0.382 ***
0.171 ***
0.915
0.795 ***
0.844
1.681 ***
0.947
0.908 **
1.296 ***
0.907 *
0.189 ***
4.479 ***

0.084
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.002
0.374
0.010
0.014
0.029
0.025
0.013
0.183
0.036
0.126
0.249
0.163
0.035
0.098
0.046
0.015
0.575

1.538 ***
1.005 ***
1.005 ***
1.000
1.000
1.007 ***
1.003 ***
2.020 ***
0.273 ***
0.231 ***
0.506 ***
0.409 ***
0.181 ***
0.962
0.805 ***
0.166 ***
0.685
0.444 ***
0.914 **
1.318 ***
0.847 ***
0.181 ***
16.573 ***

0.064
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.001
0.270
0.013
0.014
0.031
0.027
0.026
0.122
0.055
0.020
0.166
0.078
0.035
0.100
0.043
0.013
2.657

0.995
1.009 ***
1.009 ***
1.000
1.000
1.010 ***
1.018 ***
1.805 ***
0.374 ***
0.795 ***
1.062
0.525 ***
0.170 ***
0.687 **
0.686 ***
0.710 ***
2.845 ***
0.874
0.945
1.181 ***
0.878 **
0.224 ***
3.409 ***

0.045
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.001
0.256
0.023
0.053
0.070
0.027
0.011
0.123
0.047
0.079
0.774
0.152
0.042
0.071
0.047
0.016
0.443

0.998
1.008 ***
1.008 ***
1.000
1.000
1.009 ***
1.015 ***
1.838 ***
0.390 ***
0.833 ***
1.103
0.549 ***
0.178 ***
0.757
0.681 ***
0.717 **
2.991 ***
0.933
0.940 *
1.190 ***
0.870 ***
0.224 ***
4.699 ***

0.039
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.001
0.279
0.015
0.049
0.084
0.022
0.014
0.171
0.040
0.097
0.384
0.147
0.035
0.076
0.041
0.015
0.574

1.005
1.007 ***
1.006 ***
1.000
1.000
1.008 ***
1.011 ***
1.866 ***
0.413 ***
0.877 **
1.137 **
0.562 ***
0.178 ***
0.775 **
0.697 ***
0.166 ***
1.131
0.480 ***
0.951
1.215 ***
0.837 ***
0.217 ***
13.140 ***

0.056
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.272
0.028
0.046
0.069
0.037
0.021
0.100
0.049
0.019
0.262
0.099
0.040
0.079
0.041
0.015
1.948

Number of cases
24,134
Number of observations
120,604
χ2 significance, all variables
0
McFadden's R2
0.39
LL at convergence
-23514.858
* indicates significance at the 10% level, ** at the
5% level, and *** at the 1% level

24,134
120,604
.
0.39411896
-23469.783
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24,134
120,604
.
0.40474524
-23058.157

VI. Limitations
This thesis naturally has significant shortcomings. First, using language spoken at home to identify
immigrants is, as noted in the Data section, an imperfect method – not all immigrants will report speaking a
language other than English at home, and not all those who speak a non-English language at home are foreign
born. On the other hand, this methodology likely identifies the less integrated immigrants who may be more
heavily influenced by peer group behavior. Moreover, the limited language choices available in the Regional
Travel Survey prevent the analysis from isolating immigrant groups who speak other languages, but fewer than 500
trips in the sample are made by immigrants speaking “other” languages.
More importantly, when calculating the endogenous social interactions effects variables, any immigrants
from English-speaking countries are lumped in with the native born, even though the native born are not the correct
reference group for English-speaking immigrants. Immigrants from India who speak primarily English, for
example, would likely take their social cues from other Indian immigrants – not the English-speaking population as
a whole. The coarse nature of the native/English group, however, would seem likely to induce random variation
that would render the social interactions variables insignificant, rather than increasing their effect. Therefore, the
fact that social interactions still attain significance in Models 2-5 may suggest that the social effects among the
identified immigrant groups are sufficiently strong to outweigh miscalculated social effects for immigrants from
other groups.
Next, the exogeneity of my instruments could be compromised by omitted variables. Even if including one
endogenous social interactions effect adequately accounts for all endogenous social interactions effects on mode
choice, correlation between aggregate mode shares or home PUMA vehicle ownership and omitted variables could
bias even the control function estimates. Parking costs, safety, and on-the-ground walkability could in particular
pose a concern – one might imagine that parking costs and walkability would be higher in Manhattan and would
thus be correlated with home PUMA vehicle ownership and aggregate borough mode shares. However, every
borough, except perhaps Staten Island, contains wide swaths of dense, congested, and walkable neighborhoods, so
the correlation in the aggregate is likely much lower than it would be for any other American city.
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Furthermore, due to a lack of other independent datasets, I calculate the endogenous social interactions
effects using the American Community Survey microdata, which includes only the mode respondents use to
commute. The significance of many of the trip purpose dummies in my regressions demonstrates that mode choice
does indeed vary by trip purpose, even ceteris paribus. Thus, the nationality distribution of commuters using the
subway likely differs from the nationality distribution of subway riders more generally, and the share of ownimmigrant-status PUMA residents commuting by a given mode probably differs from the share of all trips made by
that mode. At the same time, work, school, and university trips collectively make up almost half of the sample, so
the mode choices of commuters certainly have a strong influence both on who travelers encounter while using a
mode and on which modes they observe their neighbors using. As with the language proxy, it seems unlikely that
the differences between commuting and non-commuting mode choices would bias the social interactions
coefficient upward; more plausibly, this measurement error would induce random variation and make the
coefficient insignificant, so the fact that the endogenous social interactions remain significant in models 2-5
suggests that the bias from ignoring non-commuting mode choices may be small.
Furthermore, due to sample sizes and the geographic detail available in the IPUMS data, the endogenous
social interactions effects are calculated for relatively large geographic units, either borough-to-borough flows or
PUMAs; using flows from tract to tract or fellow commuters in the home census tract would better approximate the
relevant peer group.
What is more, my model ignores the fact that mode choice is in reality closely tied to a person's choice of
neighborhood (Long, Lin, and Proussaloglou 2010) and possibly job choice. These three factors are in reality
simultaneously determined and would thus require a simultaneous equations model of two or three equations, one
for each choice. Various past studies do find that residential location and mode are simultaneously determined
(Long, Lin, and Proussaloglou 2010) or at least that mode-specific preferences influence a resident's choice of
neighborhoods (Levine, Inam, and Torng 2005), implying a self-selection effect (Crane and Crepeau 1998).
Perhaps, then, the tendency of immigrant groups to cluster on certain modes implied by my social interactions
results actually reflects intrinsic preferences for one mode over another that are more prevalent in some groups
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then others, naturally producing a concentration of own-group members on certain modes near enclaves.
Unfortunately, I have no way of testing this hypothesis with the available data.
Finally, Smart's work on immigrant effects suggests that social interactions effects might operate differently
for each immigrant group. Ideally, I would test for such variations by interacting the endogenous social effects
variables with the immigrant group dummies; however, doing so would produce a model with a minimum of four
endogenous variables, rendering estimation practically infeasible.
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VII. Conclusion
A. Main results
This thesis brings together two literatures on immigrant effects and on social interactions in mode choice by
hypothesizing that the immigrant demographics of mode users or, alternatively, the mode choices of sameimmigrant-status neighbors influence individuals' mode choices. My control function alternative-specific
conditional logit models use data on trips within New York City to test each hypothesis individually. In the model
with only mode-flow peer effects, the effect of the share of users of a given mode on a trip's trajectory from a
traveler’s own immigrant group on the likelihood of choosing that mode is positive and highly significant. This
affinity for traveling “with” other similar mode users could potentially be explained by conformity, social learning,
or simply preferences for using modes where one encounters other “similar” riders. Likewise, in the neighborhood
effects models, the share of immigrant home PUMA residents – for immigrants – or non-immigrant home PUMA
residents – for non-immigrants – commuting using a given mode has a significant and positive effect on the
likelihood of choosing that mode. NYC’s exceptional transit infrastructure and walkability might conceivably
diminish social interactions effects since travelers have a true choice for most trips and might thus depend on
others’ choices to a lesser degree. The fact that the social interactions remain significant in models 2-5 thus speaks
to the strength of their impact. Perplexingly, however, both endogenous social interactions effects become
insignificant when included simultaneously in the same model, a result which could be explained by
multicollinearity or the endogeneity of the instruments. Alternatively, the results in the combined model may
simply indicate that endogenous social interactions do not play a role in mode choice.
My models also find evidence of significant exogenous social interactions effects on the probability of
biking, taking transit, and walking. Both the share of immigrants in a neighborhood and the share of residents with
a Bachelor's degree have a practically and statistically significant effect on the likelihood of choosing each of these
three modes. Both effects may well reflect the influence of social norms, and the enclave effect could also capture
the intensification of endogenous social interactions effects in areas of immigrant concentration. The results on the
immigrant dummy variables are more puzzling. While much of the literature agrees that immigrants have a greater
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propensity to use non-drive-alone modes, ceteris paribus, the immigrant group dummy variables in my models are
negative or insignificant, with the exception of the Chinese dummy for walking and transit. The key may be that
all else was not equal in previous studies of immigrant effects since none controlled for social interactions.
Controlling for social interactions produces significant social interactions effects coefficients but no clear pattern of
immigrant effects, so endogenous social interactions within immigrant groups seem to explain at least part of the
immigrant effect found in other econometric models. Self-selection and cultural factors, then, could account for
the remaining significant immigrant effects (Smart 2015). The lack of a clear immigrant effect could of course also
stem from New York’s exceptional transit infrastructure and walkability, which give commuters ample choices.
Few empirical analyses in economics use GIS at all; virtually none incorporate the level of spatial detail
found in my GIS-generated measures of travel time, subway access, and mixed-use development. Combining
econometric analysis with taxi trip data, GTFS data on transit schedules and routes, street network analysis, and
zoning datasets vastly improves the plausibility of my mode choice models by accounting for very localized
variations in the built environment and the convenience of each mode. The inclusion of precise travel time
measures in particular means I can convincingly argue that my estimated coefficients represent true causal effects;
in contrast, many previous studies could not definitively identify immigrant effects or social interactions because
they omitted these factors.

B. Policy implications
These results have important implications for planners' future efforts to better serve immigrant populations
and steer their mode choices towards sustainable alternatives. Knowing that immigrants tend to use non-drivealone modes at higher rates in part because they are influenced by their peers' mode choices could allow better
calibration of four step transportation demand model parameters. Predicting mode choice is a vital step in
predicting future transportation demand, and accurately doing so thus would require incorporating feedback effects.
As cities plan for a new generation of urban mobility options, they could increase transit service and
provide more bike lanes in immigrant enclaves, knowing that a type of virtuous cycle or “snowball” effect among
members of each immigrant group will help promote alternative mode use once a core group of users is
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established. Moreover, since immigrants seem to prefer traveling with co-ethnics, immigrant neighborhoods might
benefit from more informal, demand-responsive mobility options such as jitneys, bike sharing, and car sharing
which could cater directly to cultural and linguistic preferences (Liu and Painter 2012; Cline, Sparks, and Eschbach
2009; Blumenberg and Norton 2010; Valenzuela Jr., Schweitzer, and Robles 2005). Instead of ticketing and
banning its ubiquitous “dollar van” jitneys, New York could encourage their expansion (Reiss, n.d.).
If indeed immigrant social interactions affect mode choice, cities could harness these networks to influence
mobility behavior. Mobility management schemes might then work together with immigrant community
organizations, immigrant-owned businesses, and community leaders to promote sustainable mode use, taking
advantage of existing social learning mechanisms. Owners of ethnic retail stores could, for example, advertise for
bike and car sharing systems or journey planning apps. Moreover, campaigns such as the mobility kit for new
residents of Munich, Germany (“Neubürgerprojekt: Gscheid Mobil - Die Mobilitätsberatung Für Neubürger,” n.d.)
could be targeted towards immigrants and published in immigrants' native languages. Furthermore, advertising
campaigns in immigrant neighborhoods could specifically focus on the mode share in the neighborhood – i.e. “20%
of your neighbors already bike to work – why don't you?”
Such campaigns could be especially effective in low-income neighborhoods – many of them immigrant
enclaves – in which new mobility systems such as car and bike sharing have struggled to generate sufficient
demand (Kodransky and Lewenstein 2014). While immigrants seem to be less likely to drive alone, American
planners have long lamented the lack of diversity among cyclists (Giblin 2012); harnessing social interactions
could prove key to reaching these underrepresented populations.
Alternatively, one might ask why urban travelers should consider their fellow group members' mode
choices at all. The fact that immigrants rely on learning about commuting options and routes from their peers may
reflect a failure on the part of public agencies to provide information accessible to immigrant communities.
Perhaps transit agencies and cities should focus more on providing information in a variety of languages or in more
easy accessible formats such as interactive on-street kiosks. In an ideal world, social norms would not play an
outsize role in influencing mode choice, but fighting social norms is perhaps beyond the scope of policymakers'
responsibilities. If true, the fact that immigrants prefer traveling with others like them may stem from language
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barriers or could reflect deeper problems – rude bus drivers or even greater societal prejudices. Alternatively, the
significance of social interactions effects could reflect a spatial mismatch between immigrant enclaves and centers
of employment, leading large flows of same-nationality immigrants to make the same commute. In any case,
transit agencies and cities would do well to investigate the reasons why immigrants prefer traveling with others like
themselves.

C. Future research
Further research could begin by conducting qualitative surveys of travelers, especially immigrants, like
those carried out by Chatman and Klein (2013). Such qualitative studies could investigate the influence of
conformity, social norms, social learning, and preferences for traveling with immigrants from the same origin
country and provide more nuanced insight into the influence of endogenous social interactions effects. Further
quantitative research would benefit greatly from the inclusion of country of birth in future travel surveys, which
would eliminate the need to use language as a proxy. Conducting a similar analysis for a city for which a second,
independent travel survey is available would improve the accuracy of the calculated social interactions effects by
allowing them to incorporate all trip purposes. Such research would benefit from datasets that would allow the
calculation of neighborhood effects by immigrant group rather than simply by aggregate immigrant status.
Certainly, using a computational process that could handle larger amounts of taxi data or finding another way to
calculate auto travel times as well as transit travel times by time of day would improve the accuracy of the results,
as would incorporating direct travel costs. Including dollar vans as a separate survey option would enable an
interesting extension. Finally, conducting a survey that incorporates questions on both mode choice and residential
location choice would help resolve many of ambiguities surrounding self-selection. In any case, policymakers can
no longer afford to ignore the travel patterns of immigrants when planning for a more sustainable transportation
future.
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Figure 22.

Sources: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning
Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
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Figure 23.

Sources: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning
Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
“MTA Subway GTFS Shapefiles and Layer File.” 2015. Center for Urban Research at the Graduate Center/CUNY. http://spatialityblog.com/2015/10/05/new-subwaystation-in-nyc-hudson-yards/.
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Figure 24.

Sources: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning
Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
“MTA Subway GTFS Shapefiles and Layer File.” 2015. Center for Urban Research at the Graduate Center/CUNY. http://spatialityblog.com/2015/10/05/new-subwaystation-in-nyc-hudson-yards/.
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Figure 25.

Sources: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning
Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
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Figure 26.

Sources: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning
Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
“MTA Subway GTFS Shapefiles and Layer File.” 2015. Center for Urban Research at the Graduate Center/CUNY. http://spatialityblog.com/2015/10/05/new-subwaystation-in-nyc-hudson-yards/.
“2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table B01003.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/B01003/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|0500000US36081.14000|
0500000US36085.14000.
“2015 TIGER/Line Shapefiles and TIGER/Line Files.” 2015. U.S. Census Bureau. https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-line.html.
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Figure 27.

Sources: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning
Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
“2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table B01003.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/B01003/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|0500000US36081.14000|
0500000US36085.14000.
“2015 TIGER/Line Shapefiles and TIGER/Line Files.” 2015. U.S. Census Bureau. https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-line.html.
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Table 20. Commuter demographics by flow (ACS 2011 5 Year Estimates – IPUMS, individual level)
Flow
BK to BK

BK to QN

BK to SI

BX to BK

BX to BX

BX to QN

BX to SI

MN to BK

MN to BX

MN to MN

MN to QN

MN to SI

QN to QN

QN to SI

SI to SI

Total

Chinese Native/English French Italian Polish Russian Spanish Total
Frequency
% of commuters

1,066

14,921

867

147

213

681

2,355

20,250

5.26

73.68

4.28

0.73

1.05

3.36

11.63

100

Frequency
% of commuters

347

4,440

234

50

130

109

1,064

6,374

5.44

69.66

3.67

0.78

2.04

1.71

16.69

100

Frequency
% of commuters

66

1,338

13

21

24

65

91

1,618

4.08

82.69

0.8

1.3

1.48

4.02

5.62

100

Frequency
% of commuters

20

864

37

5

13

13

298

1,250

1.6

69.12

2.96

0.4

1.04

1.04

23.84

100

Frequency
% of commuters

51

4,893

97

46

8

13

2,412

7,520

0.68

65.07

1.29

0.61

0.11

0.17

32.07

100

Frequency
% of commuters

55

1,171

21

13

8

7

412

1,687

3.26

69.41

1.24

0.77

0.47

0.41

24.42

100

Frequency
% of commuters

1

63

1

4

0

1

17

87

1.15

72.41

1.15

4.6

0

1.15

19.54

100

1,218

13,712

527

93

186

434

1,323

17,493

6.96

78.39

3.01

0.53

1.06

2.48

7.56

100

Frequency
% of commuters
Frequency
% of commuters

54

5,284

125

22

8

25

2,175

7,693

0.7

68.69

1.62

0.29

0.1

0.32

28.27

100

788

18,513

369

124

71

127

2,169

22,161

3.56

83.54

1.67

0.56

0.32

0.57

9.79

100

Frequency
% of commuters

1,293

11,147

213

100

252

162

2,618

15,785

8.19

70.62

1.35

0.63

1.6

1.03

16.59

100

Frequency
% of commuters

98

1,848

11

33

33

56

107

2,186

4.48

84.54

0.5

1.51

1.51

2.56

4.89

100

Frequency
% of commuters

1,115

11,456

293

157

177

146

3,114

16,458

6.77

69.61

1.78

0.95

1.08

0.89

18.92

100

Frequency
% of commuters

12

258

4

6

5

7

34

326

3.68

79.14

1.23

1.84

1.53

2.15

10.43

100

Frequency
% of commuters

52

3,537

14

61

31

44

223

3,962

1.31

89.27

0.35

1.54

0.78

1.11

5.63

100

6,236

93,445

2826

882

1159

1890

18,412

124,850

4.99

74.85

2.26

0.71

0.93

1.51

14.75

100

Frequency
% of commuters

Frequency
% of commuters

Source: Ruggles, Steven, Katie Genadek, Ronald Goeken, Josiah Grover, and Matthew Sobek. 2015. “Integrated Public Use Microdata Series: Version 6.0 [MachineReadable Database].” Minneapolis: University of Minnesota; U.S. Census Bureau. www.ipums.org.
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Figure 28.

Sources: “Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
“2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table B01003.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/B01003/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|0500000US36081.14000|
0500000US36085.14000.
“2015 TIGER/Line Shapefiles and TIGER/Line Files.” 2015. U.S. Census Bureau. https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-line.html.
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Figure 29.

Sources: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning
Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table B05006.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/B05006/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|0500000US36081.14000|
0500000US36085.14000.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
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Figure 30.

Sources: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning
Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table B05006.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/B05006/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|0500000US36081.14000|
0500000US36085.14000.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
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Figure 31.

Sources: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning
Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table B05006.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/B05006/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|0500000US36081.14000|
0500000US36085.14000.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
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Figure 32.

Sources: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning
Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table B05006.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/B05006/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|0500000US36081.14000|
0500000US36085.14000.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
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Figure 33.

Sources: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning
Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table B05006.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/B05006/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|0500000US36081.14000|
0500000US36085.14000.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
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Figure 34.

Sources: “2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning
Authority. http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table B05006.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/B05006/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|0500000US36081.14000|
0500000US36085.14000.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
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Figure 35.

Sources: “2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table DP03.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/DP03/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|0500000US36081.14000|
0500000US36085.14000. “Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City
Planning. http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
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Figure 36.

Sources: “2007-2011 American Community Survey: Table DP04.” Census Tract. 2016. American FactFinder. U.S. Census Bureau. Accessed March 6.
http://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/11_5YR/DP04/0500000US36005.14000|0500000US36047.14000|0500000US36061.14000|0500000US36081.14000|
0500000US36085.14000. “Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City
Planning. http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
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Figure 37.

Sources: “2015 TIGER/Line Shapefiles and TIGER/Line Files.” 2015. U.S. Census Bureau. https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-line.html.
“2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning Authority.
http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“NYC Street Centerline (CSCL).” n.d. NYC Open Data; NYC Department of Information Technology and Telecommunications. https://data.cityofnewyork.us/CityGovernment/NYC-Street- Centerline-CSCL-/exjm-f27b.
“TLC Trip Record Data.” 2011. New York: NYC Taxi & Limousine Commission. http://www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/about/trip_record_data.shtml.
“MTA Real-Time Data Feeds.” 2015. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Authority. http://datamine.mta.info.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
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Figure 38.

Sources: “2015 TIGER/Line Shapefiles and TIGER/Line Files.” 2015. U.S. Census Bureau. https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-line.html.
“2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey.” 2010. New York: New York Metropolitan Transportation Council and North Jersey Transportation Planning Authority.
http://www.nymtc.org/project/surveys/survey2010_2011RTHS.html.
“NYC Street Centerline (CSCL).” n.d. NYC Open Data; NYC Department of Information Technology and Telecommunications. https://data.cityofnewyork.us/CityGovernment/NYC-Street- Centerline-CSCL-/exjm-f27b.
“TLC Trip Record Data.” 2011. New York: NYC Taxi & Limousine Commission. http://www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/about/trip_record_data.shtml.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
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Figure 39.

Sources: “2015 TIGER/Line Shapefiles and TIGER/Line Files.” 2015. U.S. Census Bureau. https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-line.html.
“NYC Street Centerline (CSCL).” n.d. NYC Open Data; NYC Department of Information Technology and Telecommunications. https://data.cityofnewyork.us/CityGovernment/NYC-Street- Centerline-CSCL-/exjm-f27b.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
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Figure 40.

Sources: “2015 TIGER/Line Shapefiles and TIGER/Line Files.” 2015. U.S. Census Bureau. https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-line.html.
“MTA Bus GTFS Shapefiles.” 2010. Center for Urban Research at the Graduate Center/CUNY. http://spatialityblog.com/2010/07/08/mta-gis-data-update/#datalinks.
“MTA Subway GTFS Shapefiles and Layer File.” 2015. Center for Urban Research at the Graduate Center/CUNY. http://spatialityblog.com/2015/10/05/new-subwaystation-in-nyc-hudson-yards/.
“NYC Street Centerline (CSCL).” n.d. NYC Open Data; NYC Department of Information Technology and Telecommunications. https://data.cityofnewyork.us/CityGovernment/NYC-Street- Centerline-CSCL-/exjm-f27b.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
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Figure 41.

Sources: “2015 TIGER/Line Shapefiles and TIGER/Line Files.” 2015. U.S. Census Bureau. https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-line.html.
“MTA Bus GTFS Shapefiles.” 2010. Center for Urban Research at the Graduate Center/CUNY. http://spatialityblog.com/2010/07/08/mta-gis-data-update/#datalinks.
“MTA Subway GTFS Shapefiles and Layer File.” 2015. Center for Urban Research at the Graduate Center/CUNY. http://spatialityblog.com/2015/10/05/new-subwaystation-in-nyc-hudson-yards/.
“NYC Street Centerline (CSCL).” n.d. NYC Open Data; NYC Department of Information Technology and Telecommunications. https://data.cityofnewyork.us/CityGovernment/NYC-Street- Centerline-CSCL-/exjm-f27b.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
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Figure 42.

Source: “PLUTO.” 2015. New York: NYC Department of City Planning. http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data-maps/open-data.page.
“Open Data: Political and Administrative Districts: Census Tracts 2010 (Clipped to Shoreline).” n.d. New York: New York Department of City Planning.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data- maps/open-data/districts-download-metadata.page.
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